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Curris to deliver Waterfield Distinguished Lecture

MFC holds
series' first
meeting
on budget

By layme Gordon
MSU Public Relations
he
of
Department
Government, Law
and
International Affairs at
Murray State University will host
the
Harry
Lee
Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture Thursday,
April IS, at 7:30 p.m. in the large
ballroom of the Curris Center. The
speaker will be Dr. Constantine
Curris who is currently a member

T

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Sled Wnter
In the first of a senes of budget meeting scheduled for April,
the Murray Finance Committee
heard requests from department
heads and discussed the possibility of hiring a code enforcement officer.
The price of vehicle license
taxes — or city stickers — will go
from $35 to $50 next month
when city residents and people
employed in Murray are supposed to purchase them. City
Clerk Harla McClure said she
has attempted to step up
enforcement of the stickers by
sending order forms and a
memo to local businesses
stressing the importance of having the employees buy the stickers. She said that she and an
accompanying police officer
planned to schedule times to
meet with managers and
employees to tell them they
must buy the stickers. June 2 is
the first day when the city will
begin issuing citations for not
having the stickers. It will be a
$10 for the first 10 days and a
$50 fine after that.
Finance Committee members
.talked about the possibility of

Currie

of the Murray State University
Board of Regents.
Curris recently retired from the
presidency of the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities (AASCU), a position
he has held since October 1999.
Curris was the fourth chief executive for AASCU - a national association of over 400 public colleges
and universities. Curris is a
Kentucky native and has served as

War horses turned
performers bring show
to lip Center Thursday
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
he story of the Lipizzaner Stallions stretches back to the days when
horses were actively used in battle. The animals were trained in
complex battle maneuvers, including aerial, to give riders an
advantage in war. Many years later, the lineage of the Lipizzaner Stallion
-centime to be trainedIrrthe-artr-but for a much different purpose. White
Stallion Productions, Inc. will bring The "World Famous" Lipizzaner
Stallions to Murray State University's William "Bill" Cherry Expo Center
Thursday, April IS, at 7:30 p.m. to present their maneuvers.
Troy Tinker has been with the tour since 1990, and
serves as the narrator during the show. Tinker spoke with
the Ledger & Times in a phone interview recently about
the show and what the audience can expect to see.
"They'll see some beautiful horses and very skilled riders ... Its equine ballet," he said. "But we're certainly
not the first to do this."
When the Lipizzaner Stallions were used as war horses, Tinker said they performed dunng times of peace. He
,aid composers including Mozart would compose pieces
Tinker
for the stallions and a lot of work was debuted with the
visual assistance of the horses.
A press release from White Stallions Productions lists the many maneuvers and presentations that the horses will engage in. From intricate
maneuvers featuring two or more stallions to the acrobatic "Airs Above
the Ground," the program features a wide variety of movements showcasing what the horses can do.

T

- 80s
50s

Daily Forecast
By The Asrodahml Press
Wednesday .Mostly sunny.
Highs around 80. South winds 5
mph
Wednesday night.. Clear
Lows in the mid 50s.
Thursday Sunny. Highs in
the lower 80s.
Thursday
night, Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 50s.
Friday...Partly cloudy. A 20
percent chance of showers and
tnunderstorms Highs in the
lower 80s
Friday night. Partly cloudy
A 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Lows in the
lower 50s
Saturday. Mostly clear.

III See Page 2A

Local legislators return
for final days of session
Henley provides
copy of a letter
citing budget efforts

INDEX
Two Sections- 18 Pages

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
In a letter to House legislators, Speaker Greg Stumbo(DPrestonburg) outlined a proposal he and other Democratic
leaders would, propose to
Senate Republicans in an
effort to break an impasse on
creating a state budget that
would effectively see the
Commonwealth through for at
least one year.
However any agreement
remained elusive following
meetings Tuesday night as pn-
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in the 21st century. Curris has been
associated with AASCU since 1973
as a member of several Association
committees. its Board of Directors
and in 1995 as chairman of the
Board. Other professional expenences include appointments to the
1998 Commission on the Future of
the South, the Kellogg Commission
on the Future of State and Land-

LIPIZZANER

WEATHER

Classifieds
Comics
Community
Forum
Health
Obituaries
Sports

president at three universities:
Murray State University for 10
years, the University of Northern
Iowa for 12 years and Clemson
University (SC)for over four years
until his selection as AASCU's
president. Curris is a strong advocate for public higher education and
its students and a proponent of the
qualitative strengthening of higher
education institutions in order to
meet public needs and expectations

The "World Famous"

01 See Page 2A

80s

75'

Murray, KY 42071

Henley

Winters

vale efforts reportedly failed,
according to an Associated
Press report this morning.
Kentucky lawmakers are
meeting today and tomorrow
for the final two days of the
legislative session in Frankfort
to try to work out a budget

II See Page 2A

Health insurance?

KYSER LOUGH I Ledger 8. Times
Nguyen, a graduate MBA student from Orange, Calif., spent time
between classes relaxing in a tree in the quad at Murray State University during Tuesday's
sunny weather.
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BBBS Skip-a-thon Saturday •Legislators
Big
MURRAY. Ky.
Brothers/Big Sisters(BBBS) of
Calloway County is looking for
volunteers to skip. BBBS needs
to raise $30,000 in order to continue operating. The organization serves many children
throughout Calloway County
through mentoring and leadership.
A fundraising Skip-a-thon is
scheduled for Saturday. April
17. on the campus of Murray
State University. In the Skip-a(hon volunteers gain sponsors
and then skip a set number of
times around the campus Quad.
The skipping begins at Lovett
Auditorium, then proceeds to
16th Street, then left on 16th to
Main. followed by a left at
Main. then another left turn at
Sparks Hall and back to Lovett

- no streets to cross, it's all on
the sidewalks.
Awards will be given to the
three volunteers who have
-aised the most money. T-shirts
will be given to all participants
who have raised a minimum of
$25. Refreshments will be provided.
Registration begins at 10
a.m., skipping starts at II a.m.
Individuals or groups can come
at any time to help raise the
needed funds. BBBS will have
the area until 1 p.m.
Evelyn Rowell is the director
of the event. Rowell is a senior
and
Non-Profit
Youth
Leadership student at Murray
State. Contact her for more
information or to volunteer at
em_rowell@yahoti.com.

Curris, lecture...
From Front
the
Grant
Universities.
Education Commission of the
States, the Iowa Board of
Economic Development, the
Research
South
Carolina
Authority, the Sigma Chi
Foundation and the chairmanships of American Humanics
and the Iowa Task Force on

and
Teacher
Education
Certification. Curris received
his baccalaureate and doctorate
degrees from the University of
Kentucky and his master's from
the University of Illinois.
Curris will speak on the topic
"Higher Education and the
Politics of Washington." The
lecture is free and open to the
public.

III War horses ...
From Front
"The most impressive thing
that I've seen is the partnership
between the horses and the riders. The horses are willing and
active participants in what they
are doing," Tinker said. "We're
not teaching a bear to ride a
bicycle."
Tinker added that horses are
observed during their early
years to determine what types
of movements they are capable
of, and then their training is tailored to what they can do. He
said he has gotten to learn the
horses' personalities over the
1 years and can pick out little
mannerisms.
- "1 believe there's a great deal
• of pride. When the audience

applauds you can see the horse
kind of puff up," he said.
The act is something that
Tinktr said appeals to more
than just horse lovers. He said
many people simply enjoy
watching the performance even
if they aren't knowledgeable
about the horses.
"I introduce the horses and
riders and talk about the history
... the goal of my job is to take
the classical riding style and
break it down so it's easily
approachable by the average
Jane or Joe," he said
"Today we push a button and
rain down fire and brimstone
but back then this was what
inspired shock and awe. They
were the tanks of the time."

MFC, budget meeting...

...

Senate." Stumbo said.
Stumbo said the purpose of
agreement that Gov. Steve the memorandum is to explain
Beshear will sign.
to the Senate in broad terms
In the letter, a copy of which how the House reached a prowas provided to the Murray posed resolution to the budget
Ledger & Times by Fifth impasse.
District. Rep. Melvin Henley
The key sticking point in the
ID-Murray), Stumbo said deadlocked debate has been a
"every effort is being made to House-backed proposal for hunproduce a budget agreement that dreds of millions in debtwill protect our most important financed construction jobs to try
priorities while recognizing the to stimulate job growth, accorddire financial outlook we face." ing to the AP report. House
"The differences in the total Democratic leaders last week
general fund expenditures in the offered to scale back the overall
competing budget proposals size of the projects. Despite a
have gotten much smaller." House budget that is narrowly
Stumbo wrote. "In fact, we are more expensive than the GOP's
separated by less than one per- proposal. Senate Republican
cent in bottom line spending.
leaders have raised concerns
But this one percent provides
that the projects would pile on
enormous benefits to the people
too much extra state debt at a
offKeeitnhteur
N
time of economic uncertainty.
Henley, nor First
Stumbo said the Senate proDistrict Sen. Ken Winters (Rposal was "deficient" in four
Murray) were available for
ways: it includes no restoration
comment concerning their
of Medicaid benefits providing
return to Frankfort this morning.
health care to the poor, disagreeThe letter, dated April 9, was
ment about planned school conalso sent to Senate President
struction proposals. makes no
David Williams (R-Burkesville)
effort to restore reductions in
and other senate leaders.
"learning and results" services
Stumbo said the difference
Kentucky Department of
would primarily affect educa- to the
eliminates water
tion for children in Kentucky Education and
infrastructure projincluding restoration of SEEK and sewer
House's
funding, protect family resource ects that are part of the
centers and pre-school pro- Kentucky Jobs for Kentucky
grams from budget cuts, Families program.
"In the end, the two chambers
strengthen drop-out prevention
programs, restore Medicaid are separated by only $72 milfunding and support critical lion on the expenditure side, a
difference of around eightschool facility construction.
Tuesday night, House leaders eenths of a percentage point,"
offered a proposal to the Senate Stumbo said."Our proposal still
that basically provides a contin- results in and additional carry
uation budget for one year. The forward of $29.8 million over
plan includes the construction and above the $275 million
projects to replace the state's carry forward described in the
most dilapidated schools along Senate Committee Substitute,
with other basic infrastructure for a total of $304 million."
Senate Republican leaders did
needs including water and road
projects in Murray, Hazel, Almo not immediately comment on
and other areas of Calloway the latest House offer, according
County as well as possible reno- to the AP report.
The Senate passed a $17.3 bilvation of Murray High School.
The newest proposal suggests lion two-year budget last month
enactment of a one-year budget that called for deeper spending
for fiscal 2011 with a significant cuts to almost all state agencies
general fund carry-forward into than the House's $17.5 billion
version, according to the report.
fiscal 2012.
"Our proposal is just as we If the budget deadlock isn't brohave termed it - a proposal that ken by Thursday night, a a spemainly addresses the larger cial legislative session would be
issues dividing House and needed, Beshear said.

From Front

From Front
hiring someone who would be
responsible for issuing tines for
violations of ordinances that the
city currently has little resources
to enforce. The person would
likely enforce not only city
stickers, but other violations as
well. Jason Pittman suggested
that the person could work on
commission so that the amount
he or she would be paid would
be tied to how much revenue the
person brought in for the city.
He said this could motivate the
officer as well as help pay for
the position.
The committee listened to
budget requests for Murray
Main Street, administration, the
city cemetery, the city clerk's
office, the fire department.
human resources, information
technology, the planning department, the police and street
departments. During Director of
Administration
Matt
Mattingly's report, he listed the
possibility of hiring a consultant
to examine how the city does
business and give efficiency
advice as a medium priority.
However, several members
balked at a possible $75,000 to

$100,000 price tag, an estimate
from a company called LMI.
Mayor Danny Hudspeth said
it wasn't critical to do this now.
but that it could be a tool in the
future to make the city more
efficient, whether the study was
done in-house or by someone at
Murray State University.
Members questioned Fire
Chief Michael Skinner on several increases in budget requests
over last year. He said there was
a good deal of equipment that
had been used as long as it could
be and needed to be replaced.
In Director of Planning
Engineering David Roberts'
report, he said his department
still had a need for a Planner II
position. He said he understood
the reality of the recession and
that this wasn't likely to happen
this year. but that he thought he
would mention it since it had
been needed for at least a
decade.
The next Finance Committee
meeting is scheduled for 5:30
p.m. next Wednesday, April 21.
when auditor Rick Melton will
give an evaluation of the city's
finances and historical trends.

Dnver charged with DUI after house collision
Staff Report
A driver was charged with
DUI Monday after colliding
with a house on North 18th
Street.
According to the Murray
Police Department, Krista L.
Garland, 20, of Murray, told
police she was driving south on
18th Street in a 2005 Jeep
Liberty at about 10:50 p.m.
when she swerved to miss a dog
that ran in front of the vehicle.
The Jeep then ran off the east
side of the street and traveled
approximately 100 yards before

hitting a house at 104 North
18th St.
Garland and four passengers
were transported to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They were: Daren Meadows.
23, of Murray; Michael Perkins,
23, of Mayfield; OxdenWillows Shearer, 21, of Hardin:
and Kayla Wood, 20, of Benton
Garland was charged with
driving under the influence
under the age of 21, the MPD
reported.

For Best Results
Place Your Ad With Us
— Call 753-1916
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.(seneral Contracting
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4-1nre/Engineering
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SERVICES PROVIDED FOR
- Oakridge National Labs
Ookridge, TN
Fort Polk Army Base
Fort Polk, LA
• Parkway Regional Hospital
Fulton, KY
Murray Calloway Co Ho pital
.
Murray, KY
- Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Union City, TN
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We would like to say
Thank You to all our
customers,
WHAT WE DO:
- General Contracting
sub-contractors &
material suppliers
- Design/Build Construction
for 5 years of continued - Architectural & Engineering
Services
service and support!
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By KIrsten Bendt
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY, Ky. - The
Murray
State
University
Wildlife Society had a successful weekend at the 2010
Southeastern Wildlife Society
Conclave in Frostburg, Md.
The team won third place in the
Quiz Bowl competition and
had two competitors place second in individual competitions.
Members of the 2010 Quiz
Bowl team included David
Farrell, who was team captain.
along with Bryan Cobb,
Martin,
Molly
Santiago
Runyon and Virginal Singleton.
Santiago Martin earned second
place in the Lab Practical after
a last-minute decision to enter
the event. David Farrell won
second place in the Dendrology
Competition, an identification
of woody vegetation.
The event was hosted by
Frostburg State University and
included 20 schools from
around the region. Schools in
attendance besides MSU
included the University of
Tennessee,
Clemson
University, Auburn University,
Georgia,
University
of
University of Arkansas and
' others.
Dr. Stephen White, professor of wildlife biology at
Murray State, has been the faculty adviser for the team for
nearly 30 years and had this to
say about the competition.
"The Quiz Bowl is the oldest
and most simple part of the
competition - it is the main
event."
The team consists of five
members, all students with no
• more than two graduate students in the group."It(the Quiz
Bowl)is an event that is a good
White
spectator
sport,"
explains. Many of the events
take place out in the wilderness, away from fans, he notes.
including a team competition,
obstacle courses, orienteering,
game calls, shooting and fishing. Lab practicals, essay contests and art competitions are
also held. Each event is worth a
certain number of points; the
team with the most points at the
end of the day wins the overall
competition.
White enjoys advising the
team and encourages members
to "go play, have fun, see what
you can do and what you
know." He says, for him the
event is a good curriculum
review and a check to see if the
:7 program is up to standard and
- explains that it give the stu- dents an "opportunity to look a
:. graduate school and gives them
a fast look at what is going on.
What we are doing at MSU is
- right up there with what other
big name schools are doing."
-"When you go up against
the 'big name' schools and
come away with this result, you
add to our institutional prestige
f• and visibility," noted Dr.
Stephen Cobb, dean of the
MSU college of science, engitechnology.
and
neering
"Events like this extend MSU's
academic reputation nationally
7.7 and support our contention that
:
MSU students deserve acclaim
for their significant achievements."
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Town Crier

AP Photo/Bowling Green Daily News, Joe Intel

POLITICAL DEBATE: From left, Kentucky Secretary of State Trey Grayson, Gurley Martin, Dr. Rand Paul and Jon Scribner
listen to the moderator Tuesday, April 13, during the Vote 2010: The U.S. Senate Race Candidate Forum for Republican candidates at Bowling Green Junior High School in Bowling Green.

Ky. gets 'A'for openness in government spending
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - Kentucky garnered the top
grade among states for its
openness in allowing the public to track government spending, a consumer advocacy
group reported Tuesday.
The report issued by the U.S.
Public Interest Research
Group rated the states in providing online access to government spending information.
Kentucky received the only
'A' among the states, and the
report called the Bluegrass
state a trendsetter in timely
disclosures on its Web site
meant to promote government
transparency.
The state's Web site includes
state agency budgets, salary

information for state employees plus databases for grants,
contract information and lineitem expenditures.
The Web site has been available since Jan. 1, 2009. and
has had several million hits
since its inception, according
to a spokeswoman for Gov.
Steve Beshear.
Most information on the
Web site is updated twice daily
and is maintained by the state
Finance and Administration
Cabinet.
"I'm proud of the efforts we
have made, along with the
bipartisan support of all of the
state's executive branch conofficers
and
stitutional
Kentucky's judicial branch. to

NOTICE
• The Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. on
Thursday. April 15, in the
central office boardroom at
the Carter Administration
office on S. 13th Street. On
the agenda for the meeting
is consideration of replacement of windows at Murray
Middle School, approval of a
school calendar for 20102011, a Murray Elementary
roofing project and personnel and various other reports
by Superintendent Bob
Rogers.
• The Murray Calloway
County Department of Parks
board of directors is scheduled to meet in regular session at 6 p.m. on Monday.
April 19, at the American
Legion Veterans Hall on
North Fourth Street. On the
agenda for the meeting is a
presentation by Veterans of
Foreign Wars Post 6291,
reports from Director Matt
Martin and possible committee reports.
• The City of Murray
Health Insurance Committee
was scheduled to meet at
11:30 a.m. Wednesday in
City Hall to review and discuss a request for a proposal for third-party administrators and reinsurance.
• To report a Town Crier
itern call 753-1916.

put our checkbooks online for cost savings.
public view in a comprehenTerry Brooks, executive
sive and user-friendly man- director of Kentucky Youth
ner," Beshear said.
Advocates, said he hoped
The report said spending
Kentucky
lawmakers "take
transparency "checks corruption, bolsters public confi- similar efforts to increase
SERVING MURRAY
dence in government and pro- transparency in how Kentucky
Unlimited Hours No Contracts'
motes fiscal responsibility."
makes its decisions regarding
At least 32 states currently spending priorities." He noted
mandate that residents be able
that Kentucky legislative lead• FREE 24/7 Technical Soppott
to access an online database of
• aaaist Itessagng - keep eOle a.010, 130
government expenditures with ers have met privately to try to
• 10 edail aialinisees
steomii
•Cod,.Start dm news weather 1. mate
-checkbook-level detail." it hash out a new state budget.
..arisgestior
said.
Richard Beliles, chairman of
Surf r/P to 25x faster/
It said states like Kentucky Common Cause of Kentucky, (
.A 13 mom
that have launched usersign Up Online! ativartocaftet.com
said the state Web site has
friendly Web sites with a range
people
of spending information are made it much easier for
reaping benefits of greater to monitor government spend•net Acces,
government accountability and ing.

Internet

$9.95,

759-2575

OPEN HOUSES
4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

We have news to tell...
1. Register at our open houses for the
CENTURY 21 $8,000 sweepstakes.
2. Don't forget the tax credits of $8,000
and $6,500.
Friday, April 16:

206 Woodlawn
621 Broad
819 Bagwell

Monday, April 19:

1701 Green Hills

Tuesday, April 20:

275 Washington
621 Broad

Wednesday, April 21: 819 Bagwell
139 Oaks Country Club Road

Oniuv

301 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY
University Square

753-1492
Loretta Jobs Realtors

www.century2I scorn

Read the Want Ads Daily

From townhouses to colonials,
refinance with no closing costs or points.
Just your style.
Make a really smart move with our fast

VOTE DR. ELLWOOD BROWN FOR
MAGISTRATE IN DISTRICT 3!
I am, Dr. Ellwood Brown, a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for Magistrate in District 3. I practiced Veterinary
Medicine here in Murray for 18 years, and founded Westside
Veterinary Service. I have operated a farm as well and have
been a successful businessman. I have been a supervisor and
administrator (I have completed work toward a Masters of
Public Administration) for USDA-FSIS for 23 years. In this
'
position I helped write budget proposals and managed a sizeable budget, along with supervising a unit that consisted of 90+ employees. I
understand management of public funds and the importance of earning public
trust as a result of proper and prudent management.
I am the father of three children and have been blessed with eight wonderful
grandchildren. My wife of 48 years, Sharon, and I are active members of
Westside Baptist Church.
I believe we can deliver the needed services this position requires more efficiently and can expand the quality and quantity of those services as a result of
better and more prudent management.

IN ORDER TO MAKE THESE AND OTHER
CHANGES VOTE FOR DR. ELLWOOD BROWN'

5.99

and easy U.S. Bank Smart Refinance. Get

APR'

U.S. BANK SMART REFINANCE
Fixed Up To 30 Veers

approved in just days. Brilliant. right?
Refinance your first mortgage with flexible
terms, no closing costs, points or fees,
less paperwork and a fixed rate so low,
it's a no-brainer. So, no matter what type
of home you have or loan you need, let us
open the door

All of CM serving you-

CU:lbank
usbank.com 888-444 BANK (2265)
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Students study
`ekphrastic' poetry
You may not have heard the
word "ekphrastic." but a host
of kids from west Kentucky
in grades three through nine
know what it means.
In celebration of April as
National Poetry Month, students
wrote their own ekphrastic
poems inspired by art works
from Picturing America, a
Endowment
National
for
Humanities grant program.
Edward Hopper's Painting,
"House by the Railroad," captured the imaginations of Calloway County Middle School
students. Destiny Wendling created an eerie story that begins
like this:
"I walk down the tracks,
Hearing the wind behind
me.
All I know are the facts,
The horrible things done in
the house."
CCMS's Dylan Warmack
called his poem about the Hopper painting, "The Chimney A
Red." This amazing poem takes
the reader on a journey. It is
"a chillingly summer day,- and
the speaker in the poem
aipproaches the deserted house.
The ending is stunning, for
When the speaker goes inside
the house he says. "...I see
my father sitting/ next to god!"
For Maddie Balmer, another CCMS student, John James
Audubon's "American Flamingo" was the art work that
sparked her poem. Maddie and
others followed the pattern of
a poem by William Carlos
Williams, using a mere 16 words
to capture an image.
Maddie Balmer's "American Flamingo" goes like this:
The beauty is/ outstanding//
In the Pink/Flamingoll long
legged and/ scrawny// the great
bird/ walks.
7 The vivid images in "Autumn
Landscape: The River of Life.",
by Louis Comfort Tiffany. were
enough to get Clara Arnold to
lit down and write her short
1)oern:
' Look out the/ window// And
you shalU findll A much
brighter/ Place// With much
better/ days.
• Thomas Hart Benton's great
work, -The Sources of Country Music" got Bobbi Brashear
going. Reading her poem, you
can almost hear the fiddle and
the foot-stomping:
The atmosphere is/ joyous//
where people are/ celebrating//
people's expressions tell/ every-

thing//
strumming
and singing/
happiness.
"The
Oxbow" is a
pastoral setting
by
Thomas
Cole. Blake
Schanbacher
re-creates
Main Street
the
scene
By Constance
skillfully in
Alexander
his poem:
Ledger & Times
It
is
Columnist
where/ the/
dark meets
the// light/ grass comes to/ life//
and/ all things/ unite.
Joe Brashear found the "Last
of the Mohicans," a dramatic
illustration by N.C. Wyeth. a
compelling scene. Here is Joe's
insightful poem:
Last of his/ culture// of an
endangered/ race// ready to
defend/ the// Last of the/Mohicans.
Who wouldn't want to live
in Frank Lloyd Wright's architectural masterpiece, "Falling
Water.- after reading this poem
by Meredith Enoch?
Gentle water flowing/ steadily// down into a/ pool// Beautiful sparkling droplets/ spraying// rocks along the/ way.
Thanks to Murray State University's Office of Regional
Stewardship, sixty-eight schools
in the region received Picturing America grants.
The forty reproductions of
fine art works related to American History are being used in
classrooms for a variety of purposes, including writing poetrYFor more information about
Picturing America, log on to
http://picturingamerica.neh.gov.
The Academy of American
Poets
site:
http://www.poets.org/viewtnedia.php/prmMID/5918 showcases ekphrastic poems.
To celebrate National Poetry Month, WK/NS-FM 191.31
is playing Poetry Minutes at
8:19 each weekday morning in
April. Log on to their site -http://www.wkms.org/poetrymonth.php - to hear poems by
these and other students.
Read Main Street online at
wwwmurrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@newwave
comm.net.
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Walking the streets of New York City
Last week on Monday morning we took a Metro North
train from Union Station in
New Haven. Conn., into New
York City.
After less than two hours
we arrived in Grand Central Station along with commuters who
make that trip every day. The
young men wear bespoke suits
and carry leather brief cases,
the women smart business suits.
too.
All checked their cell phones
for messages or unfolded laptops or read novels to pass the
time. I looked out the window to see towns such as Stamford and Bridgeport, or read
Colm Toibin's. "Brooklyn," one
of the best novels I have read
in a long time.
Once in Grand Central Station we got our bearings and
headed out to the New York
Public Library, a grand building with one of the most beautiful reading rooms in the United States.
A display case held the
original stuffed animals on
which the Winnie the Pooh
stories are based—Pooh Bear.
Eeyore, Kanga. and Little Roo.
We headed back out onto the
busy street where determined,
grim faced individuals walked
seven or eight abreast down

the sidewalks. Wesley checked
his !Phone for gps directions
and we turned toward Rockefeller Center. Cammie Jo had
skated at the Rockefeller Center ice rink last year when the
Murray High School band
played at Carnegie Hall. We
toured the NBC sites, stopped
in stores, and gawked just like
the tourists we were.
We found the Fitzgerald Theatre where the David Lettertnan Show is shot and had a
discussion about Letterman's
morality, or the lack thereof.
It didn't stop us from going
around the corner to pick up
lunch--New Yorker, Letterman,
and Italian sandwiches—from
Rupert at the Hello Deli, made
famous by Letterman skits. We
stopped at Jamba Juice to buy
smoothies and carried our
lunches to a table literally in
the middle of Broadway near
Central Park. We had lunch
with the pigeons and a kindly lady who asked us where
we were from and gave us
advice on places not to miss
in the city.
After lunch we walked on
to Central Park, that island
oasis in the middle of skyscrapers.
We walked the
breadth of the southern end
around Wollman Rink and the

zoo, admiring the red buds, elms,
and bright
yellow forsythia. We
walked from
Central Park
to William
Zinsser',
office where
the
great
writer chatted amiably
By James
with us for
Duane Bolin
hour Ledger & Times
an
about writColumnist
and
ing
music and life. Mr. Zinsser
is 88, but he walks from his
apartment on 62nd Street to
his office at 135 East 55th
Street everyday to write. His
wife, a retired educator, spends
the weekends at a country
house, but Mr. Zinsser stays
in the city that has been home
for most of his life.
Mr. Zinsser signed copies
of his books that we had brought
along, stood for pictures, and
then we took our leave. We
walked to Times Square where
we blinked at the crass commercialism that is such a big
part of America. We found
the Algonquin where Dorothy
Parker and other literary lights

Home and
Away

lunched, and then we looked
up to see Grand Central Sta,
tion, where we bought tickets
and hopped on a train to take
us back to New Haven.
The train ride back was
much like the trip into New
York; tired bankers and Wall
Street brokers traveling back
to Connecticut towns after a
I2-hour day. One handsome
young man, reading a Clive
Cussler novel, polished off a
six pack of Bud Light before
getting off at his stop. He
finished one beer after another, pulling them out of bnei
case. He placed the empties
back in his brief case too, them
nestled next to graphs and charts
and reports that he would study
that night before doing it all
again the next day.
We had not seen a Broadway play or stayed in the WaIdoff Astoria, but we had experienced New York, or at least
a tiny part of New York. And
the next time we go, there will
be something else, altogethcr
different. to see and expert=
ence in Gotham, the Big Apple.
the urban center of the world.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him
at duane.bolin@murraystate.edu.

Obama takes Karzai 'to the woodshed'
WASHINGTON (API -- On
the surface, Afghan President
Hamid Karzai's angry, antiBy STEVEN R. HURST
Western flare-up after last
week's visit by President Barack
and Secretary of State Hillary
Obama might be dismissed as cronyism in his government.
The meeting was "mishan- Clinton spoke by telephone to
a minor glitch, a verbal clash
dled." said Jessica Matthews, straighten things out.
of political cultures.
But Karzai wasn't finished.
But Karzai lost face during president of the Carnegie
Afghan lawmakers said
Obama's lightning visit. Now, Endowment for International
he must show the Afghan peo- Peace. "It's a bizarre relation- Karzai, in a subsequent closeddoor meeting, twice threatened
ple that he is not a puppet of ship now.
Here we are with Ameri- to join the Taliban insurgency
Washington, his protector in
the intricate mire of Afghan cans fighting and dying for his if the U.S. continued pressurcountry, and here we are, too, ing him publicly to do more
This does nothing to help with the deepest levels of dis- to end graft. cronyism and electoral fraud.
close fissures that are deep and trust on both sides."
The While House again
Karzai was put in place by
serious. Obama and Karzai are
at odds over the way forward President George W. Bush. voiced consternation.
"On behalf of the AmeriSince Obama took office,
in Afghanistan.
The U.S. soon will have Karzai's stock has fallen. The can people, we're frustrated
100.000 troops battling mili- administration has routinely with the remarks," Obama
tant Taliban insurgents and their criticized Karzai — sublimi- spokesman Robert Gibbs said
al-Qaida allies across the bor- nally or in coded language — Monday.
And Crowley said, "Clearder with Pakistan. Karzai wants for failing to eradicate corruply, you know. what he says
to open negotiations with the tion.
Then, just before Obama does have an impact back here
Taliban.
A string of testy and threat- and Karzai met last week in in the United States, and he
ening statements issued by Kabul. U.S. National Security should choose his words careKarzai has the White House Adviser James Jones got blunt. fully."
But short of deposing him,
The Afghan president needreconsidering
the
Afghan
leader's Washington visit on ed conclusively to confront cor- the U.S. is stuck with Karzai,
ruption and "be seized with and he knows it.
May 12.
And while the White House
Spokesman Robert Gibbs how important that is," Jones
asserts its frustration. Karzai
told reporters during his daily said.
Obama stayed just six hours. feels the same way. He and
briefing that "we certainly
Kauai seethed for three days. the White House are at logwould evaluate whatever congerheads over tactics for endtinued or further remarks Pres- then hit back.
In a blistering attack, he ing the eight-year-old war.
ident Karzai makes as to
The Afghan leader has been
whether that's constructive to lashed out at the U.N. and
international community, accus- courting some members of the
have such a meeting, sure."
Experts are puzzled about ing them of interfering in last militant Taiwan leadership and
why Obama would have — so year's fraud-tarnished presiden- one powerful warlord, looking
publicly — taken the prickly tial election and trying to weak- for a way to bring them into
the government and end fightand mercurial Karzai to the en his authority.
The White House said it ing. on some fronts at least.
woodshed, pressing him to do
At the same time. the CIA
more to battle corruption and was deeply troubled. and Karzai

AP NEWS ANALYSIS

is successfully targeting alQaida leaders and foot soldiets
who have taken refuge in
ungoverned tribal regions across
the Pakistan border.
Strikes by the agency's
unmanned aircraft are thinning
the ranks of the terrorist group's
leadership and producing chaos
in the organization that carried
out the Sept. 11 terror attacks
in the United States.
U.S. strategists believe the
Taliban, which hosted al-Qaida
when it controlled Afghanistan.
needs to be further weakened
and discredited among the
Afghan people. Only then does
it make sense to negotiate with
the insurgents.
Karzai's
noisy
uproar
changed locations but not tork
on Sunday, when he joined
U.S. commander Gen. Stanley
McChrystal in Kandahar, whe*
U.S. forces are expected to
open an offensive in June.
Karzai finally put his complaint right out in the open,
showing the extent of the U.S..
Afghan chasm.
"Afghanistan will be fixed
when its people trust that their
president is independent and
not a puppet," Karzai told an
assembly of tribal leaders. "We
have to demonstrate our sovereignty. We have to demon.
strate that we are standing up
for our values."
Karzai hasn't blinked. Nor
has the Obama White House
in what has become a test of
wills, a matter of pride and
bets about which side holds
the stronger hand.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Delores Cornelia Williams
Mrs. Deloces Conieiia Williams, 92. Murray, died Tuesday. April
13, 2010. at 8:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A homemaker, she was a member of Dulin Methodist Church,
Pails Church, Va.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Ira Dell Williams, to
4.,hom she was married Aug. 7, 1937. and who died July I, 1979:
parents, Charles Edward George and Flossie Ula Sykes George; one
daughter, Judith Ann Day; one son, Jerry Lee Williams; one sister,
trace Cooper; four brothers, John Wesley George, Herman George,
.antes Aubrey George and Charles George Jr.
Survivors include one brother, Bennie George and wife, Barbara,
Illurray, and several nieces and nephews. Arrangements are incomdete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Online condolence,
. may be made at ,A ww.yorkfuneralhome.com.

i

Mrs. Renee Oliver Young Wilson
Mrs. Renea Oliver Young Wilson, 40, Murray. died Monday.
April 12. 2010, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a graduate of Henry County High School, Paris,. Tenn.,
and was born June 8, 1969, in Detroit, Mich.
Survivors include her husband, Bryan Wilson, to whom she was
married August 8. 2008; one daughter, Brandy Oliver, Murray; two
sons. Dallas Young, Henderson. Tenn.. and Austin Young, Murray:
her mother, Rebecca Cheryl Stawski and husband, Paul, Buchanan,
Tenn.: one brother, Curt Oliver, Buchanan, Tenn.
The funeral will be Friday at II a.m, in the LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris, Tenn. Virgil Bishop will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery, Buchanan, Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Thursday and
after 9 a.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Renea Wilson
Family. c/o Ridgeway Funeral Home. P.O. Box 788. Paris, TN
38242.
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A private service for Bobby Lester will be held and no public visjiation will be scheduled. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
she American Cancer Society, attn. Pat Latimer, 201 South 3d St.,
Murray, KY 42071. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Lester, 28, Murray, died Monday. April 12. 2010, at 12:30
p.m. at his home. A computer technician, he was born July 20, 1981.
in Chicago, Ill. Survivors include his father and his mother, Billy A.
and Debbie Ferguson of Murray; three sons: one sister, Rebecca
Chilson, Ohio; two brothers, Herbert Chilson and Brian Chilson.
Chicago, Ill.; five nephews; one niece.

Raymond Edward Pawlowski
A memorial service for Raymond Edward Pawlowski will be
held at a later date. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.
Mr. Pawlowski, 85. Murray, died Saturday, April 10, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Preceding him in death were his parents, John Stanley Pawlowski and Arlene Hoffman Pawlowski, and
one sister, Phyllis Stockey.
Survivors include his wife, Klara Elizabeth Hoffman Pawlowski;
two sons, John (Jack) Stanley Pawlowski. Murray. and Raymond
Edward Pawlowski, Illinois; three brothers, William and Eugene
Pawlowski. both of Illinois, and James Pawlowski, Florida: four
grandchildren, Ray, Mark, Dawn and Jack Jr.; one great-grandchild,
lerico; two nieces; one nephew.

Gary Nichols
A graveside service for Gary Nichols will be today (Wednesday)
at 2 p.m. at Hicks Cemetery.. Tim Edmonson will officiate. Visitation
'w;11 be after 12 noon today (Wednesday) at Blalock-Coleman &
york Funeral Home. Mr. Nichols, 47, Murray, died Friday. April 9.
.2,010, at 7 p.m. at his home. He was employed by Captain D's of
Murray.
Born Feb. 3, 1963, in Sandwich, Ill., he was the son of the late
J.W. Nichols and Martha Claudean Manning Nichols. Survivors
'include one brother, James R. Nichols Sr., Ethan, S.D.
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28 states expand roles for nurses
CHICAGO (AP)- A nurse
may soon be your doctor.
With a looming shortage of
primary care doctors. 28 states
are considering expanding the
authority of nurse practitioners.
These nurses with advanced
degrees want the right to practice without a doctor's watchful
eye and to prescribe narcotics.
And if they hold a doctorate.
they want to be called "Doctor."
For years, nurse practitioners
have been playing a bigger role
in the nation's health care, especially in regions with few doctors. With 32 trillion more
Americans gaining health insurance within a few years, the
health care overhaul is putting
more money into nurse-managed clinics.
Those newly insured patients
will be looking for doctors and
may find nurses instead.
The medical establishment is
fighting to protect turf. In some
statehouses, doctors have shown
up in white coats to testify
against nurse practitioner bills.
American
Medical
The
Association, which supported
the national health care overhaul, says a doctor shortage is
no reason to put nurses in charge
and endanger patients.
Nurse practitioners argue
there's no danger. They say
they're highly trained and as
skilled as doctors at diagnosing

dines. during office visits. They
know when to refer the sickest
patients to doctor specialists.
Plus, they spend more time with
patients and charge less.
"We're constantly having to
prove ourselves." said Chicago
nurse practitioner Amanda
C'ockrell. 32. who tells patients
she's just like a doctor "except
for the pay."
On top of four years in nursing school. Cockrell spent
another three years in a nurse
practitioner program, much of it
working with patients.
Doctors generally spend four
years in undergraduate school,
four years in medical school and
an additional three in primary
care residency training.
Medicare, which sets the
pace for payments by private
insurance, pays nurse practitioners 85 percent of what it pays
doctors. An office visit for a
Medicare patient in Chicago, for
example. pays a doctor about
570 and a nurse practitioner
about S60.
The health care overhaul law
gave nurse midwives, a type of
advanced practice nurse, a
Medicare raise to I(X) percent of
what obstetrician-gynecologists
make-and that may be just the
beginning.
States regulate nurse practitioners and laws vary on what
they are permitted to do:

Girl, 11, found safe
in Florida swamp
TAMPA, Ha. (AP) - The
little girl's voice on the 911 call
was faint yet cheerful, letting
central Florida police know that
after four days of searching and
lots of prayer, they had found
missing II-year-old Nadia
Bloom.
"Hi. This is Nadia and I'm
the girl that got lost." she said
Tuesday from deep inside an
alligator-infested swamp in
Winter Springs .
The fifth-grader. who has
Asperger's syndrome, a type of
autism-related disorder, was
found by a man who attends the
same church as her family.
police said.
James King said she was in a
dry patch in the middle of the
swamp.
"Hey, I've got her." King said
in the 911 call. -I've got Nadia."
King said that the girl had
bug bites yet "no major injuries,
just exposure."

King added: "The Lord told
me where to find her."
The dispatcher asked to
speak with Nadia, and that's
when she said hello.
"She was very calm, she was
very matter of fact. There was
no panic," King said on ABC's
"Good Morning America" on
Wednesday.
The girl, who had last been
seen Friday, was taken to a hospital in nearby Longwood.
where she was evaluated and
treated for dehydration and
insect bites. said Winter Springs
Police Chief Kevin Brunelle.
"If I never believed in miracles. I sure do now," Brunelle
said.
The medical director at South
Seminole Hospital. Dr. Rakish
Parekh, told reporters that Nadia
was smiling and had some bruises and bites. She was getting
intravenous fluids for dehydration.

- In Florida and Alabama.
for instance, nurse practitioners
are barred from prescribing controlled substances.
- In Washington. nurse
practitioners can recommend
medical marijuana to their
patients when a new law takes
effect in June.
- In Montana, nurse practitioncis don't need a doctor
involved with their practice in
any way.
- Many other states put doctors in charge of nurse practitioners or require collaborative
agreements signed by a doctor.
-In some states, nurse practitioners with a doctorate in
nursing practice can't use the
title "Dr." Most states allow it.
The AMA argues the title
"Dr." creates confusion. Nurse
practitioners say patients aren't
confused by veterinarians calling themselves "Dr." Or chiropractors. Or dentists. So why,
they ask, would patients be confused by a nurse using the title?
The feud over "Dr." is no
joke. By 2(115, most new nurse
practitioners will hold doctorates, or a DNR in nursing practice, according to a goal set by
nursing educators.
By then, the doctorate will be
the standard for all graduating
nurse practitioners, said Polly
Bednash, executive director of
the American Association of

Colleges of Nursing.
Many with the title use it
with pride.
"I don't think patients are
ever confused. People are not
stupid," said Linda Roemer, a
nurse praL,titioner in Sedona.
Ariz., who uses "Dr. Roemer- as
part of her e-mail address.
What's the evidence on the
quality of care given by nurse
practitioners"
The best U.S. study comparing nurse p:actitioners and doctors randomly assigned more
than 1,3(X) patients to either a
nurse practitioner or a doctor.
After six months, overall health.
diabetes tests, asthma tests and
use of medical services like specialists were essentially the
same in the two groups.
-The argument that patients'
health is put in jeopardy by
nurse practitioners'?
There's no evidence to support that," said Jack Needleman.
a health policy expert at the
University of California Los
Angeles School of Public
Health.
Other studies have shown
that nurse practitioners are better at listening to patients.
Needleman said. And they make
good decisions about when to
refer patients to doctors for more
specialized care.

The comforts of your home
with peace of mind.
1n-home Services Toikred to Your Needs
•Personal Hygiene Asst /Medication Rer-l[nder-s
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O Meal Prep & Clean Up
Dernelva Care
I Light Hoeseeeeprg

FREE In-Home Assessment

270-753-2250
www.seniorhelpers.com
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,
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CHIP COMING TO MURRAY
(Coronary Health
Improvement Project)
In just 30 days you can:

Jay M. Keen

• Reverse and normalize diabetes and your risk of heart disease

A graveside service for Jay M. Keen will be held at Fort Mitchell
'National Cemetery, Fort Mitchell, Ala., at a later date. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Keen, 52, Murray. died Thursday, April 8,
2010, at his home. A retired painter, he was o Navy
veteran. Born Sept. 17, 1957, in Fort Polk, La.. he
was the son of the late Fred J. and Ora McCormick
Keen. One brother, Charlie Keen, also preceded him
in death. Survivors include one sister, Pam Williams, Murray, and
one brother, Fred J. Keen Jr. and wife, Linda, Columbus, Ga.

• Reduce stroke risk factors

11111

Military to return fire
from cyber attacks
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
head of the National Security
Agency says the U.S. must fire
back against cyber attacks swiftly and strongly and should act to
counter or disable a threat even
when the identity of the attacker
as unknown.
Army Lt. Gen. Keith
Alexander also says the U.S.
should not be deterred from taking action against countries like
Iran and North Korea just
because they might launch cyber

attacks. Alexander is the Obama
administration's nominee to take
on additional duties as head of
the new Cyber Command.
He laid out his views on the
Cyber Command and the military's role in protecting U.S.
computer networks in a questionnaire obtained by The
Associated Press, The Senate
Armed Services Committee will
hold a hearing Thursday on his
nomination.

• Normalize blood pressure
• Lower cholesterol by 10-20% (which lowers your risk of a heart
attack by 30-50%)

Midwa Colle6 works

• Eat more food...and still lose weight

EnroHing now for July!

• Enhance the overall quality of your life
Online - anytime, anywhere
Fret one hour information sessions...choose one:

Degree completion or full
degree programs available

• Mon.. April 19. 2:00 & 4:00, Murray Library. Main St., Murra
• Thurs., April 22,6:00 p.m. Fellowship Hall, Seventh Day
Adventist Church, 1408 Sycamore & 15th Street. Murray

Contact us today!
Online Admissions 1-800-952 4122
ciewcy midway.edu
l4h*OyC~OSA,
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pensation
consulting
say
demand for top talent is rising,
and that companies are dangling
lucrative pay to attract key people.
At eFinancialCareers.com,
an employment firm for the
financial services industry,
employers posted openings for
1,508 jobs as of April I - up 34
percent from a year ago and the
fourth straight monthly increase.
The search for talent conies
as a resurgent stock market and
a river of federal aid have
allowed the nation's biggest and
most troubled banks to return to
profitability and begin replenishing their decimated work
forces. Modest or not, any hiring
is good news for New York.

Investments Since 1854

If

ineladong•the 'Airs .11bour thr Ground

Wall Street profits lead to
resumed hiring, bonuses
NEW YORK (AP)- Wall
Street is hiring again.
• Among those in demand:
traders of exotic financial
investments such as derivatives.
und risk managers whose job it
is to keep companies from
repeating the reckless bets that
imploded and nearly toppled the
financial system 18 months ago.
The hiring rebound is modest. It has yet to show up in government data, and the most
recent jobs report actually
showed a slight drop in the number of financial workers in
March. That suggests the number of job cuts is still surpassing
new hires.
Yet firms that specialize in
financial employment and corn-
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Glory Bound Christian
Entertainment plans Friday events

e4425ayemenl

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

HAZEL WOMAN'S CLUB DONATION: Nancy Mieure. a
member of the Hazel Woman's Club, left, presents a $200
check to Sandy Sasso. an art teacher at Calloway County
High School recently as part of a state woman's club federation sponsored art project. The funds are intended to support
art education at the school. Several students in Sasso's class
recently won first-place honors in art competition sponsored
by the club
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Alpha Kappa Psi fraternity
will host its annual Professional
Development Day on Thursday.
in the Murray State University
Curris Center.
Students can have their
resumes critiqued, attend mock
interviews and attend the professional job-browsing session.
Also, there will be four guest
speakers.
Lance Allison of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce will speak about
community business at 11
a.m. Leon Owens of SwiftStaley will speak about employee characteristics and owning a
company at 12 noon.
Bob Valentine, senior lecturer in the department of journalism and mass communications,
will present a session about public speaking skills at I p.m.
Steve Lacewell, professor in the
department of economics and
finance, will speak about credit
cards and what every college
student needs to know at 2 p.m.
Following Lacewell's presentation, there will be a free
fashion show.
Sponsors for the event are
Taylor Bus Sales, Inc., Fidalgo
Bay Coffee, Great Clips.
Louisville Convention and
Visitors
Bureau,
Harlan
Automotive and Haverstock,
Bell & Pitman.
For more information, contact
Libby
Files
at
vpofmark.etaiotaqgmail.com
or the college of business at
(270)809-4183.

COUPON
I Buy a 1 or 2 piece fish dinner,
I get the second of equal or 1
I lesser value
1
1

RESTAURANT

1/2 off!

Expires 5/1.5110
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 11.30 a.m. - 9 p.m.

ON HWY. 681 AURORA, KY • 474-2202

CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRESC,I-400L/14EAD START
SPR1N6 REelSTRATION

Friday, April 16th
from 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Heritage Bank team plans fundraiser
Heritage Bank Branch at 210 North 12th St. will have its final
Relay for Life fundraiser on Friday from II a.m. to 2 p.m. The bank
will provide a lunch of fresh hamburger or hot dog. chips, drink and
something sweet with the cost being up to the customer. If you have
orders of five or more, contact Jackie Thurman or Janice Claud at
753-7921 on Thursday for advanced orders.

Abuse Prevention meeting Friday

Your child does need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School
Please call 762-7410 to

schedule your appointment.
Callowas will pnwide transportation in the ,m and the

Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
Coalition will meet Friday from I p.m. to 2 p.m. at the Murray
Board of Education on South 13th Street, Murray. The public is welcome and encouraged to attend as a discussion of upcoming initiatives to help reduce underage drinking in the community.

McDaniel and Peal
Rita K.(Dawson) McDaniel and Stephen G. Peal announce their
engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Freida Dawson of Murray and
Floyd B. Dawson of Fairdealing. She is the granddaughter of the
late Ruth and Leslie Foster and Eupha and Roy Dawson.
The groom-elect is the son of Bill and Mildred Peal of Lynnville.
He is the grandson of the late Signa and Lone Foy and Ivy and
Homer Peal of Lynnville.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School
and is employed at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Sedalia High School and is an
area minister at Trinity Christian Center.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, April 24,
2010, at 4 p.m. at Trinity Christian Center. Murray.
All family and friends are invited to attend the celebration of new
beginnings.

LoTarsha Lee speaks to New
Beginnings Support Group
Special to the Ledger
By Linda Wright, co-leader
LoTarsha Lee was the keynote
speaker recently at New
Beginnings Support Group at
Westside Baptist Church. Lee
is a member of Greater Hope
Baptist Church and has recently
been ordained as a minister.
Her personal story is very moving as she tells how she and her
sons moved to Murray and how.
God is doing great things in
their lives.
Lee said she sees the community as having a heart to help
others and says this certainly has
been the case with her. She
wants to encourage others as she
herself has been encouraged.
Here are some of the things that
Lee has learned through years of
hardship and abuse. She hopes
they will help others be overcomers as she, herself has been.
Here are the highlights of her
talk:
I. Circumstances need not
determine the condition of our
soul, but if we trust God. He will
help and provide.
2. The first five things we
think of when we awaken each
morning will determine the
direction of our day. If we put
focus on God and trust in Him.
our day will be blessed by Him.
3. Do not carry your problems
to bed with you, or you will find

'Broadway Bound' program Friday
The Jackson Purchase Dance Company will be performing
"Broadway Bound" at 7 p.m. Fnday at Murray State University
Lovett Auditorium. Also featured will be the newly formed Show
Choir from Calloway County Middle School. Admission is $8 for
adults and $6 for students under 16: children under 3 are free. An
"All You Can Eat" dessert reception will follow.

Stroke/Brain Injury group to meet
The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Center for Health and Wellness classroom. Melony Bray. MCCH
marketing director, will take the group on a tour of the new hospital. All interested persons are invited. For more information contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Stores will be open late
Stores in downtown Nlun-ay will be open until 8 p.m. on
Thursday.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 p.m. to 8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419
or 1-877-447-2004.

Hooked on Fishing planned
The annual Hooked on Fishing event for the 4-H club members
and guests will be Saturday. June 12, from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the
Imes Farm. A special fundraiser for the event will be a rebate night
Thursday from 5 p.m. to closing at Nicks. Persons are asked to place
their receipts in box at the hostess stand for the group to get 10 percent of the sales.

Twin Lakes Club will meet
LoTarsha Lee
them fresh with you the next
morning.
4. Our relationship with God
can get us through anything.
5. People need to connect with
each other and ask for help if
they need it. We need to be sensitive to others and listen to
them.
6. We never know how we
could make someone's day just
by saying hello.
7. Just because you're in a bad
situation, you don't have to stay
there forever.
8. We need to have teachable
spirits.

•See Page 7A

The Twin Lakes Region. Antique Automobile Club of America,
will have its monthly dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at Majestic
Steak House, Draffenville. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique vehicles and visitors are always welcome. For more
information, contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley
at 753-1829.
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CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Laker Anchor Youth Council
will meet today (Wednesday)at 3:30 p.m. in room 139 at the school.
The public is invited.

Rebate night for 8 Wonders Relay team
Rebate night will be Thursday. April IS. all day at Mr. Gatti's. All
receipts should be given to the cashier. This is to help Relay For
Life.

Special Olympics plan event
Murray/Calloway County Special Olympics will host an April
Family Fun event on Thursday at Sullivan's miniature golf course at
6 p.m. The event is open to all Special Olympic athletes, their families and fnends, and anyone interested in learning more about the
program. For more information call 293-9054.
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I t your child will be 3 or 1 sears old on or before rktober 1st. 2010 conic and
register You will need to bring the following with IOU

V Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2009)
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)

CASA Board will meet

The Court Appointed Special Advocate
(CASA) Board of Directors will meet Friday at 1:30 p.m. at tbe
Benton Church of Christ, 3091 Main St., Benton. For more information contact Karen Darnell. executive director. at 761-0164.

TOM BERRY/ledger 8 Times

Special day
planned by
fraternity

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
Ministry will have a fundraising fish fry from
5 p.m. to 7 p.m. and the program featuring
the Gospel Three and Kevin Crawford from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist
Church Family Fellowship Center, 4726
Hwy. 121 North at Stella.
The Fish Fry will include fish, French
fries, hush puppies, slaw, white beans, drink
and dessert for $8 per plate. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 7612666.
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April 16
Ricky A. Lamkin & Associates
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Fundraiser Fish Fry
Fish, French Fne.s,
Hushpuppies. Slaw,
White Beans.
Drink & Dessert
$8.00 per plate
Fish Fry 5 to 7 p.m.
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April 10
Gospel Three
Kevin Crawford
Showtime
7 to 9 p.m.

* Location *
Goshen Family Fellowship Center
4726 Hwy. 121 N. Stella, KY
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Riley and Melton

Maynard and Hackney

Hoffman and Keller

Jerry and Vicki Maynard of Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter, Megan Nicole Maynard. to Robert Owen Hackney
II. son of Robert and Brenda Hackney of Murray.
The bride-elect is% the granddaughter of Offie Dean Chadwick
and the late T.G. Chadwick and Augusta R. Maynard and the late
Rupert G. Maynard, all of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Bob and Geri Brown
of Fairdealing and Anna Ruth Hackney and the late Owen Hackney
of Eddyville.
Miss Maynard. a 2(X)6 graduate of Murray High School, is a
graduate of the Academy of Cosmetology Arts. She is employed as
a hair stylist and nail technician of The Wild Rose Salon.
Mr. Hackney. a 2002 graduate of Bayside High School. Palm
Bay, Fla., is employed as a technician of Gilen's Automotive.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, May I, 2010.
at 5 p.m. at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Randy and Janice Hoffman of Dexter. Mo., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Julie Ann Hoffman. to Roy Heath
Keller. son of Roy and Christi Keller of Hopkinsville.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Glennon and
Beulah Hoffman and the late Conway and Alice Stark.
The groom-elect is the grandson of R.W. and Mary Belle Keller
of Hopkinsville and the late McKinney and Valois Mason.
Miss Hoffman, a 2000 graduate of Dexter Senior High School, is
a 2004 graduate of Murray State University where she earned a
bachelor's degree in accounting. She is a member of Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority and is employed as a Certified Public Accountant at
Pierce & Associates, PLLC.
Mr. Keller. a 1994 graduate of Hopkinsville High School, is a
1998 and 2000 graduate of Murray State University where he
earned a bachelor's degree in marketing and master's degree in
business administration. Currently he is a doctoral candidate in the
Department of Management at Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale. He is a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and is
employed as an assistant professor at Murray State University.
The wedding is scheduled for Saturday. June 12, 2010, at 5:30
p.m. at First United Methodist Church in Murray. Invitations are
being sent.
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Richard and Lucinda Riley of Mayfield announce the engagement of their daughter. Erica Nicole Riley. to James Robert Melton,
son of Jim Melton of Mayfield and Rita Melton of Pryorsburg.
Miss Riley is the granddaughter of Joe Riley and the late Mary
Jo Riley of Mayfield and Eddie Heath of Mayfield and Ruth Ann
'Heath of Paducah.
Mr. Melton is the grandson of the late Basil and Jeanette Feagin
of Mayfield and the late Bobby and Wanda Melton of Benton.
The bride-elect, a 2(X)7 graduate of Graves County High School,
-is currently attending Murray State University majoring in chemistry. She has recently been accepted to the University of Kentucky
'College of Pharmacy beginning the fall semester of 2010. She is
'employed by CVS/Pharmacy in Mayfield.
' The groom-elect. a 2008 graduate of Graves County High
School, is attending Murray State University majoring in accounting. He is employed by Hibbett Sports in Murray and by Mayfield
Trading Post in Mayfield.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. April 24,
• 2010. at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house in Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

College News

Laynden Mohundro

Wilson receives degree
Dustin Wilson of Hazel will
graduate from Murray State
University on May 8. He will
• receive a bachelor of science in
civil engineering technology.
He was a salutatorian of the
2006 graduating class of

lub of America.
p.m. at Majestic
le with an inter:ome. For more
ir Terry Ridgley

Calloway County High School.
Wilson is the son of Russ
Wilson and Cindy Hart and the
grandson of Peggy Gibson and
the late Brooks Gibson and
Annette Wilson and the late
Bobby Wilson.

Nathan Mohundro and Jessica Bland of New Concord are the parents of a son, Laynden Mohundro. born on Sunday. April 4, 2010, at
1:52 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 2 ounces and measured 20 1/2 inches.
Grandparents are Nicole and Joseph Roten and Linda Jackson. all
of New Concord. and Cindy Mohundro of Coldwater.

9. When we have, we need to
:share with one another. We may
he in need tomorrow.
10. Guidance and a model is
what people want and need, not
just a hand-out.
II. The next NBSG meeting
,will be Saturday at Westside
, Baptist Church, room 12. This
'meeting will follow the 10 a.m.
• to 4 p.m. New Beginnings

The

Transition Home Fundraisel ii
the gym. Everyone is invited to
the Fundraiser as well as the
Support Group to follow at 6:30
p.m. After the potluck meal,
Paul Lile will lead in worship
music followed by H.L. and
Kara Hussmann as the keynote
speakers. Child care is provided
and the public is invited. For
more information call Ron or
Linda Wright at 753-0156

ane

Hospital requesting magazines
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital is accepting magazines
for the lobby and waiting areas.
If you have any 2009 magazines that contain appropriate
family material and you would

like to donate, drop them off in
the front lobby on the magazine
cart, or call Gail Stubblefield,
NICCH's librarian, at 762-1572
for more information.
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would like to introduce our
newest family member, Mandy Murphy
Mandy is ready to take care of all your
haircare needs. She can pamper you
with a manicure & pedicure to get
you ready for Spring!
Call her today at 753-MANE
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MIM scheduled for Saturday Smith donates $25,000 for
Hospice in memory of parents

Special to the Ledger
The third annual Murray LD
Motion Fitness Festival will be
held on Saturday, April 17. at the
Regional Special Events Center
from 9 to I 1:30 a.m.
The Fitness Festival will
offer a variety of activities,
information, and health screenings. Free adult community
health screenings will include:
Blood cholesterol (requires a
I2-hour fast), body fat percentage & waist circumference, grip
strength, pulmonary function.
prostate cancer (men over age
40), sleep disorders, and osteoporosis. Youth and other adult
screenings will include: body
mass index, diabetes, dermascans, and blood pressure.

Colorectal cancer screening kits
will also be available for $4.
In addition to the free screenings, many other activities will
be offered. The first 400 participants will receive a free event Tshin. Participants that complete
the MIM Bingo card will be eligible to win the grand prize - a
"Get Fit on Us Wellness
Package" from the Center for
Health & Wellness. The
Wellness Package includes a
three-month membership to the
Wellness Center, personal training, massage, nutritional consultation, t-shirt, duffle bag, and
more. In addition to the
Wellness Package, Summer
Pool Passes will also be drawn
for at the event. There will be

many free give-a-ways and
pnzes for all. Youth and family
activities, such as disc golf.
inflatable toys, a rock-climbing
wall ($1), and more will also be
available.
The Chamber of Commerce
will also be hosting the Metric
Century Bike Ride, which is a
30 & 60-tnile ride, to begin at
the Murray in Motion site.
Registration for the bike ride is
separate. To register for the ride.
call the Chamber at 753-5171 or
stop by to pick up a form.
For information about the
Murray in Motion Fitness
Festival, please contact Melissa
Ross at 762-1832 or Amelia
Dodd at 809-6463.

Advertisers

Special to the Ledger
Murray -Calloway.
Endowment tor Healthcare is
pleased to announce a gift in the
amount of $25,000 from Dr.
Bnnda Smith of Boca Raton,
Fla. Dr. Smith is a native of
Calloway County and wanted to
honor her parents with the naming of the Hospice House fountain. The fountain will be a

beautiful focal point located at
the entrance of the Hospice
House, surrounded by a garden
of flowers.
Dr. Smith is a former faculty
member at Murray State
University and the University of
Miami. After she retired from
teaching, she entered a career in
financial services for over 20
years, until she semi-retired in

Endowment hosts fashion show
Special to the Ledger
Murray -Calloway.
Endowment for Healthcare is
hosting its annual Spring
Luncheon and Fashion Show to
support the building of a
Hospice House, on Tuesday.
April 20. from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at the First United Methodist
Church Family Life Center.
The event will feature fashions from DK Kelley, modeled
by local ladies, just in time for
Mother's Day shopping.
The cost per ticket is $10 and
includes a wonderful California
chicken salad, fruit, a roll,
assorted delicious homemade
desserts, and a drink. Lunch will
be available between 11 a.m.
and 1 p.m., and you may comeand-go as you please. Take out is
available at the door, or you may

call ahead to (270) 767-2190
and place your order in advance.
It is the perfect gift for
Administrative Professionals
Week. A silent auction featuring
exceptional items donated by
various local businesses will be
h.f..ld during the event. Come out
and place your bids - even if
you don't have time to stay for
lunch.
Tickets are available at the
door, as well as at the following
locations:
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Gift Shoppe,
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital Home Care Office, DK
Kelley, New Life Christian
Bookstore, and the Center for
Health & Wellness.
"This event is a perfect
opportinuty for the community
to support raising funds for our

Hospice House while sharing
lunch with friends and co-workers, and viewing the latest
Spnng Fashions," said Melony
Bray, Director of Planning and
Marketing. "Many local businesses have provided donations
to this effort and Hospice is
especially appreciative of the
many volunteers who make this
event possible, the Murray
Woman's Club for their continued support and hard work, as
well as, the Methodist Church
for the use of their wonderful
facility."
All proceeds from the event
will be used to benefit the building of the first Hospice House in
the region. For more information contact the
MCCH
Marketing Department at 7621381 or 762-1182.

Wellness Center offers 'Core Crunch'class
Special to the Ledger
Murray -Calloway County Hospital's Center for
Health and Wellness is oftenng a free, two-day
Core Crunch class. The class will be held on
Monday, April 19 and Wednesday, April 21 from
noon to 12:45 p.m. Monday's class will he held in
Ole Center for Health 8a,Wellness Classroom, and
the Wednesday class 401 take placis in the MultiPurpose Room.
-1
On Monday. participants will learn the benefits
of a strong core, such as how the core provides sta-

bility to the spine and pelvis, maximizes athletic
performances, prevents injury, improves balance
and posture, decreases low back pain, and more.
Wednesday's class will give participants the
opportunity to practice the core exercises they
learn On Monday, and receive informational packets ti tarvitiome.
For-more information about the Core Class
offered at the Center for Health & Wellness, call
762-1348

ADJ1.

Photo provided

Pictured are Denny P. and Mary Johnson Smith

2005.
Smith's parents were both
born in Calloway County in
1904. Her father Denny P.
Smith, began his career in the
construction field at the age of
18, and worked throughout
Indiana and Kentucky. He
became a well-known and highly respected homebuilder and
carpenter for over 40 years in
Calloway County.
Mary Johnson Smith, a
teacher of 42 years in Calloway
County began her teaching
career at the early age of 18 in
eastern Kentucky. She served
both state and local education•
associations, and later, was mot
active in the Kentucky Retiree
•
Teachers Association.
•
'This life-long tribute wi
honor both of my parents. Ps
father. Denny, for his excelle
workmanship, and my moth
Mary, for her life's dedication te
both teaching and the you
people of Calloway County,
said Dr. Smith.
The family was impacted
the level of healthcare in Murrag
when her younger sister, Bettii
was born in 1942 with spina
bifida. The disease was rare and
came with a rather bleak out-;
look; but thanks to the compas-:
sionate care of doctors Rob and
Ora Mason, the outcome turned
out very different than what was
expected.
Dr. Rob Mason traveled tc:
the Mayo Clinic in order to train
with surgeons treating the condition, while Dr. Ora Mason
cared for Brinda's sister Betty,
and the rest of the family. Betty;
was only 18 weeks old when she
had surgery. at Mason Memorial
Hospital. The surgery extended
her life, and she lived for 12
years as an inspiration to those
around her.
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• Rock Climbing Wall
• Prizes & Giveaways for Everyone

• Osteoporosis

• Derma-Scan
• Body Mass Index

• Event T-Shirts to First 400 People
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MUCH Center For
Health &Wellness
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Prize Package or a
MCC Parks Family
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• Full Lipid Panel
(12-hour fast required)
• PSA (Prostate Cancer)

Come visit information booths on a variety of
health topics and community services.

• Murray Woman's Clinic will
be offering breast exams
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our Fitness Festival Bingo Card, only
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 00-CI-00615

COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action

No

09-el-00626

BRANCH BANKING k TRUST COMPANY,
VS NOTICE

PLAINTIFF

EDWARD M RUBIO, UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
EDWARD M RUBIO, AND CALLOWAY
COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY INC.

DEFENDANTS

Subject to all restnctione, conditions, requirements and easements as set cot
the Deed from the United States of America Tennessee Valley. Auttionty of
reoird in Book 103, Page 479 through 531. In the Calloway Comity Clerk's
Office in Murray, Kentucky

111

Subject to TVA Restriction which does not convey any right to construct or rnain
tain a private water use facility Rights of ingress and egress to and from the
waters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain private water use (mantles
which may have accrued to this lot, if any, are vested in Western Shores Group
Dock Association and are exercised in accordance with the Association
Agreement and only through the TVA '2614. permit already Imbued to the Group
Dock Association or subsequent such permits so issued

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of forty-five
days, but if sold on a credit of 45 days. the purchaser shall be required to
deposit with the commissioner ten percent Illet I of the purchase price, with the
balance to be paid in full within forty-five i45 days, with sufficient surety bond,
bearing interest at 1294. per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in forty-five days A lien shall be retained on the property SC
additional security All delinquent ta.i.eal shall be ascertained and paid, but
shall be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
26th day of March, 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
This

SCUM'ENGLISH,A/KA SCOTT T ENGLISH,
MK,A SCOW THOMAS ENGLISH, MITZI G
ENGLISH, A/1VA MITZI GAYE ENGLISH.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY. CITY OF MURRAY
DE I.'EN DANIS

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February '22, '2010, in the above cause, to satiety the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $54,324 79. I shall proceed to offer for
iiale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway (.'ounty, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, April 23,'201)), at the hour of
10 00 a m, local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 8077 State Route 121 North,
Murray, KY, and being more particularly described as follows
Begtnning at a stake in the center of State Highway No. 121 at the NW corner
of the Coldwater School lot. Thence, South with said school lot 137 feet ma
stake, Thence. West in has with garden fence, 180 feet 7 inches to a poet;
Thence North with fence for a portion of this line 154- El feet to•stake in center of said Highway 121, Thence East with said highway 181 feet more or leas to
.1,, point of beginning.

Being the same property conveyed to Scott English, and wife. Mitzi G English,
-iv deed from liAnna B Salim, dated June 3,'2005, of named in Book 596, Page
'78,111 the (Mice of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

Except a portion sold to Thomas J Smith on 23 April 1948 shown in Deed Bvs•i.
86 Page 631, same being kr of the wept side of above tract, and being 96 feet
on south line and 98 het on north One, adjoining the school lot

l'he aforementioned property. *hall be sold on a iah or credit Arms of thirty i 30
days. buii if sold en a credit of thirty 130/ days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 110%)of the purchase pro's sod execute bond
with good and voifficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 128 per
4111111111 from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
dav v A lien shall he retained on the property as additional security All &lin
vent taxes, 11 any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall he sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes

This deed conveys a lot 85 feet east and west
Except any interest in She coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior convev.131.118, and all
rights and easements 111 MN,of die estate of said coal, oil, gets and other miner
els. if any
Being the same property conveyed to Christopher A Jones and spoon,'Tiffany
A Jones, by deed frond Laintion narrow. dated August 25, 2006, of record in Book
659, Page 9 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

This 26th day of March, 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty • 30)
day., hut if sold on e credit of thirty 1'301 days. the purchaser *hall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent I ll)U of the purchase price and execute bend
with good and aid& ient surety tor the remainder, bearing interest at Fri per
annum from the date of sale until mud, and fully due and payable within thirty
days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security MI deli,,
quent tame, deny, shall be ascertained and paid by the l'ommiesioner, but thy
property shall be sold subject to the L. urrtnt ad valorem taxes

Shindy State University is accepting bids from
rontractom for Carman Animal Re...much
Facility Renovation Project. on the campus of
Murray State University There will be a pre-hid
cvinference at 10(8) am, April 21,2011) Bids will
open A1,r2 29, 21111/ at 2 00 pm Contractors MO'
111 CI,e a ,
111 the bid advertisement by contact'4; Stev,, htapleton 270.A09-4099 and referencing

This '26th day of March, 2010
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commemioner
( a"loary, Circuit Court
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PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
ROBERT B RAY,
JULIE WILLIAMS-RAY,
PLAINTIFt

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
JASON E MUNDAY, US BANK
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ND
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Cirrint
Court on Marth 8, 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $48,321 47, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, K..
Iv •
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, April 23, 2010, at the
10,00 am, local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 2753 Radio Road, Alm.
Kentucky, and being more particularly deacnbed as tollows
A 0 459 acre tract of land as surveyed by the firm of Trinity Engineering, Inv oi
Murray, Kentucky, on July 20, 1994, located on the east side of Kentucky
Highway 1824, approximately 7 5 miles North of the City of Murray as measured from the intersection of 12th and Main Streets in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows
Beginning at a #4 rebar (found I west of the centerline of Kentucky Highway
1324, 5606 feet north of the projected centerline of Pleasant Hill Road, 1111t1
being the northeast corner of the herein described tract of land and the south
east corner of the Cecil Cleaver Road, Thence South 01 deg 33' 14' west for a
distance of 100 00 feet with the west right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 1824 to
a 84 rebar Islet at the northeast corner of Tract I, Thence, north 38 deg 55' 15
wen for a distance or 21)41(8) feet with the newly created North boundary of
Tract 1 to•94 rebar let I: Thence, North 01 deg 33 14' east for a distance of
100 00 feet with the newly created east boundary of'fract 1 to .94 rebar I as
-ti
on the North boundary of Tract 1, same being the northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land, Thence South 3$ deg 55 15" east for a distance of
21)000 feet with the south boundary of Cecil Cleaver to the point of beginning
Together with and subject to covenants, easements and restrictions of record
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Jason E Monday by Deed
from Lonnie D McElwain and Danielle S McElwain, dated April 22, 2003. of
record in Book 484. Page 275, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway ("ounty
Court
Thr, aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash or credit hams of thirty 301
days, hut if .Id un a credit of thirty 130) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commuiaioner ten percent (10`41 of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and oufficient surety for the remainder, hearing interest at 12'1 per
annum from the date of sale until paid, sod fully due and pav able within thirty
day,. A lien shall be retained 1111 the property ati additional secunty All &lin
linen( taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Colwyn...et' lint tho
property shall be wild subject to the current ad valorem taxes

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 22 2010. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgmen: ..t t
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $140,763 80.1 shall proceed t.- oiler
salc at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public suction v.. Friday, April 23,'1010, at the hour of
1000 am,local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1706 Magnolia Drive
Murray, KY, and being more particularly described as follows
Lot No. 4 in Block gi" of Keeneland Subdivision. Unit 1, as ihown by the
Amandyd Plat of record in Plat Book 2, Page 78 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway l'ounty i'oun

vi ept a portion conveyed to the Commonwealth ot Kentucky for right of way
,ot ;21 Highway

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-C1-00491

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00524

PLAINTIFF.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

CHRISTOPHER A. JONES,
TIFFANY A. JONES

Subject to covenants and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in B. F.
643, Page 415, amended in Book 651, Page 786. in the Calloway County Clo v Office in Murray, Kentucky

This 26th day of March. 2010
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Corn misalimer
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a IMfault Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court oii Februar,y 22. 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $84,255 SO. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, April 16,
2010, at the hour of 10,00 a m . local time, or thereabout, the following deecnbed
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being Lot 58,
Legacy Cove. Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows.
Being designated as Lot 58, WESTERN SHORES, Phase IV. as shown on the
plat of same of record in Plat Book 39, Page 55, Slide 3771, in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky, to which plat specific roar
ence is hereby made for a more particular description of said lot

CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC Successor
hi Merger to Chase Manhattan Mortgage Corporation

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00008

ieksE' HOME FINANCE, LLC
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1977

Being thy same property conveyed to Edward M Rubin by deed of Convey-stirsfront KY Land Partners, Ll.', dated February 13, 2008, in Book 733, Page 470,
in the Calloway County Court Clerks Office in Murray, Kentucky

ii

AIL

Fenn Equipment
Hewer EquIperwil
Sports Equipment

DEFENDAN FS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 9, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $82,492.12, I shall proceed to offei tor
sale at the Ceurthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, Apnl Hi, 2010, at the hour et
10 00 a m, local time, or thereabout, the following described property }Waled I,.
County, Kentucky. with its addrear being 404 South 10th Street
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows
Lot No 5 and South half of Lot Ni, 4 in Block of Henry. Addition. Plat to sale).
in Deed Book No 27, at Page 2441 This makes a lot 70 feet North and South ,
136 feet East and West
Except any interest in the coal, oil. gas and other minerals underlying the lam)
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior convey entice, and all
nghts and eisseniente in favor of the estate of said Coal, oil, gas and other 11111.
ale, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Robert B Ray, et us, by deed from
Michael D Conley, et us dated November 1, 2006, of record in Deed Boyik titei
Page 361, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 130
day., but if sold on a credit of thirty i 30)days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third i1,3) of the purchase pnce and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installment,, bearing
interest at 12'( per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner but the property shell be sold subject to the current ad valorem
taxes
This '26th day of March, 2010
Respectfully submitted,

BIOS for mowing o
Bethel Cemetery are
being taken until Apo
30
Contact Judith
Lamb, 543 Temple HII
Dr Alin° KY 42020

GUN
SHOW

TURKEY

STOCK your pond The
Fish Truck wtil be Woo
April 28, Murray Hilton,
Farmers Co-op 1
11 00
Southern Stales II t,
12-00.Orders
800-366-20'

at Traders
Mall off of 124
exit 16.
April 17 & 18
Sat 9-5
Sun 9-3
Admission
$5.00
kids 12 +
under free.
Register for
gun giveaway.
•Buy •Sell or
•Trade

(270) 293-9781
(2701 436-2626

AM lino ado placed in our pupa aro
posses on

our WOW% tor fro&

s
April
Showers ,
6ritig May •ci
Flowers!
11110141
LEDGER &TIMES

SIR. It \ADO
Ilier 75 stpirs Iii
t1100#6' ffiblit
41.11 111111 4448%ili
55050anytu
hiert obit .0
t 911 0:

MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
‘illoway Circuit Court

IN MEMORY

PUBLIC Sale
Premier Mini Storage
will offer for public sate
the following abet
,
done0 storage units
303, 305, C12, 1307
E25. G09, C18, L29.
F23 on April 171h at
800 AM 753-9800

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray
Lodger & Times will
be responsible for
only ono Incorrect
Insertion. Any error
should be
reported immediately so corrections
can be made

Home Delivery
L.°1
40
,
1 11
3 rno.
-IMAM
0 eso..-...--$55.N 3 now--USA
mo..-1431/
1 yr.....-....-11111111.11111
I ye --SUL*

I
I
I
I

[

Rost of KY/TN
,KIV[41& aidomai

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

AB Other Mail
Ssisseriodeor
3...-417SAM
6 me.....-.-$116.116
1 yr. -.--S145.110

s

1

In Memory
of
Sue
Brandon
Nov. 2/ to
Dec 2.
We Miss
You

(1104`k

"Iv 414W .!11
"90
gpsc

Lordy,
•
Lordy,
Look Who's ,-.1-4110

40!
yO,

ion

Go see him today, he'll glve
you• helping hand.
Wish him a Happy Birthday,
H.'s an Advance man.

flp ()Ilk
4.22_01In

Money

Order

Visa

MA'

Name
I St

I
1
I

Address

lap_

State
Hatime

l'h

I

Mail this coupon with paymi•nt

•
• -410

Murray Leder & Timer
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call 12701 753-1918

n %nail \AD
•

a

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • %%ednrsdat. April 14. 2010

\turret Ledger & Times

CARD OF THANKS

HUMANE SOCIETY
YARD SALE

Msrbetwils For Rant

Thank you for your
thoughts. prayers, calls
and just being there for
all of us in our time of
need. I would like to
say a special thanks to the CCU
Nurses at MCCH that went above
and beyond with there care of
Daddy. Also to Dr. Michael
Adams and Dr. Koirala for doing
all that was possible, the
Respiratory staff at MCCH, all
my MCCH family and to
everyone at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. A special thank you to Bro.
Elijah Balentine and the ladies of
Dexter Pentecostal Church for the
wonderful meal. May God Bless
each and everyone of you. This
world lost a wonderful man that
day and God gained one.

"Come Join a Winning Team"

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus
W&D.

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS

$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696,
293-4600

KFC
205 N. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7101
Let us combine over forty six years of proven restaurant
success with your expenence to a make a new
addition to our restaurant farmly.

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section

8 vouchers
Apply at Nor-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday

General Managers
Starting Salary

IN MEMORY OF
BROOKS(;IBSON
We little knew that morning
that God was going to call your name
In hie we loved you dearly
In death we do the same.
It broke our hearts to lose you.
you did not go alone:
for part of us went with you
the day God called you home
You left us peaceful memories,
your love is still our guide.
and though we cannot see you,
you are always at our side
Our family chain is broken
and nothing seems the same,
but as God calls us one by one
the chain will link again
Perhaps you sent a losely card
or sat quietly in a chair.
Perhaps you sent a funeral spray,
It so we saw it there
Perhaps you spoke the kindest words
is any friers) could say
Perhaps you were not there at all
rust thought of us that day.
Perhaps you made donation, to
Ilazel Cemetery Maintenance kind
Whatever you did to console our heart.
We thank you so much whatever the past.
Sharun Eaves, Rita Emery,
ferry Gibson, Cindy Hart
Lisa Fletcher & Families

LOST
BENGAL CAT
ICA [311NC .t.1
LOSE Marsh 2; after tight
with Jack Russell dog
Anyone with into please
call 274-2•3-714, or
2741293-9001
Mani eared.

(in s Oche is Mack
And he looks like this
Nould like to have
sat hack

ii

Bntthaven of Benton is curre!'!'
accepting applications for a S,
ilemoon LPN position. We also .410( as
@tient benefit package Must be licenseo
in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Bntthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

ARE YOU EXTRAORDINARY?
Close knit. last paced CPA firm seeking
experienced. moth-tasking bookkeeper
OuidyBooks proficiency, expenence in payroll and
taxation and great sense of humor a plus

Email resume with cover letter and three
rotenone's to pbellOnoscpa.corn.
No phone calls or drop-ins

r

MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

The iollowing full time positions with benefits
are available al Murray Stale University

Building Service Tech (Custodial), Corns
Center $7 25/hr (rues - Sat, 2:30 - 11 pm)
Building Service Tech (Castodial), Facalties
Mgt $7 2Shr tMon 5 30 am 2 pm)
Clerk IN, Registrar's Office $947/lit
Apply online & view additional details at
yrww murraystateiobs corn
Wonwalnenunbes oncouraged to etOPfY
AP EEO, Alf V AA employer

YARD SALE IS
SATURDAY MAY 1ST
PLACE YOUR.YARD SALE AD
WITH US TODAY
DEADLINE FOR FRIDAY IS
THURSDAY BEFORE 10 00AM
30 WORDS OR LESS $11 00
31-70 WORDS $18.00.
FRET YARD SALE KIT WITH AD
CITY WkDE

'

Excellent Starting Salary

Promotions From Within

Must Pass Background Check

Apply:
At KFC restaurant

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

753-1916

or

Send resumes to:
Attn: Philip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
manha114,81ifkftisora
Fax. (205) 556-9206

,OST BORDER
Collie. male, East
Cailoway. 280-Hwy
(270)227-8225

211 S 16th
$725.00/mo
(270)556-0925

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positicns.
State
Registered
Nursing
Assistants. We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package Apply in person at Brinhaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE'AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

DISCLAIMER
When aecessuer the
'help w.inted- section
on our classifieds
%savage at
inimayledgercom.
you will he redirected
to tonnetwork corn
By default.
Munay and 'cicala*,
listings will appear on
this weteate
However. as a national
ikebutr Dot all listings
on the eihnereiel. k,m1
.ue placed thnsigh
the Munay Ledges
Tunes Please salt
us it you have any
questitins regarding
the Mwray arra
ton listings Thank you

Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U S Coin
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
gooa. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th.
Murray

oolbox for across back
of pack-up $50. Murray
riding mower, 42'-cut
$300. 435-4694
GOLF carts gas &
electnc 293-6430
HOT tub with cover &
seats 4. Onginal cost
$3,000. Will sell for

$400 obo Call
759-1020. 293-7133.
20' RCA TV, $65
Platform rocker, $70
Singer sewing
machine with cabinet,

$50. 753-8361
HOTPOINT side by
side refrigerator/ freezer, wnite, $250
978-0876

TIRED of that small old
dull
routine'
Brethaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for persons interesting in
becoming a SRNA
(state registered nurse
aide) We offer an
excellent benefit package Apply in person
at Brilthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton. KY
42025 E0E,AAE NO
PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE

1,2.3,4,5
We Finance.
93 1-906-3702

NICE 16x80. 2BR.
2BA, all appliances
furnished on pnvate lot
close to town &
scnool $450/rno +
deposit. 753-7930 or
293-1761

(270) 753-1713
li Garden

5000 Ford, diesel,
utility loader, loystick
control. 65hp
530 Oliver. utility, live
PTO,3 point. 45hp
731-446-3311

till RAW

1 OR 2br apts near

1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets
S270/mo. 767-9037
IBA apt furnished
Call 753-3474.
(BR furnished upstairs
apt. including utilntiea

$300/mo 767-9037
29R near MSU, appliances
furnished.
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 1 .5BA, townahouse

very

nice.

Coleman RE 753-9898
4BR, C/1-1./A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR. CA/A, all appliances Coleman RE
7534898
Calloway Garden 1
F.ssex Downs
Apartments

NOW
pre-enrolling
children ages 0-5 yrs
at Christian childcare
center, located at 810
Whomell
Neon
by
Beach Full-time child
care rates $110/week

Pan time rate $23/day
787.1177 Come grow
with us

EXCELLENT condition, 28R, 113A, duplex
apartment, great location Stove & refngerator, w/d $450/rent
$450/deposit,
1 yr

lease
270-293-3761

noose For Ids
07 Giles 16x70. viny
siding, 2BR. 20A, like
new 270-489-2525
New Single
w ides, Pa)
ments Starting
t Inder $250.

Correinsie

Ness Double

mem COMPUTERS
Service(Sales

Repairs/Upgrades
759 3558

A

Equal °pp:Aunty -kJ

w ides, Pa)
ments Starting
t tnder $399.
93 I -906- 3700

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage Al! appliances
including washer
dryer, and dishwasher
$510/mo. 759-5885 or

293-7085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica
eons for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone.
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am, TDD No
1-800-646-6056. Equal

Housing Opportunity.
NICE, 1BR, w/d,
smoke-free, no-pets,
I -yr lease. 412 N 5th A $350/rno. 226-8006

7100-miles. 37-42mpg
10yr, i 00.000 mile warranty $13.000
293-193, 293-9829

Al.
tit your needs
Located bt
Froggy radio station

DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male. 6-female,
ready third week of
Apnl. 270-753-0531.

1999 Jayco fiberglass
5th wheel. 37-ft.. 3
slides, w&d, new tires
$11,500 0130.
(270)436-5707

ISIINI

81!11111 I I
Slav Units • C!linate Cont
2417 Surveillance • Electricity
9L2 Whilaell Aver.

53-3853
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
19 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. kil-F

Duplex for sale in
Northwood $98,000
270-293-1446
Morro
& limes tor
Housing k.t %woe

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
•

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

..•

pot .sei
Irrii.ox or
los ot 1.1/01,1i 01,p11
InIrr
Irk& le make is such Firwr

sir/ FREE Boat
Slips!
Ready to finish log
cabin & 2 acres abutting nature
preserve at 160.000
acre recreational lake
in KY
Excellent firancing.
Call now 1-800-7043154. x 3471
kylakesale com

10X10 $25 10105 $41
12701436-2324
12701293-6906
PREMIER
NIINISTORAGE

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

For Sas
5.100 Square

3111
ad,eft.ing Aw teal sins o s
r...ot in sisiOtion of ill,. u. Ail
rer,11,in, ht,t,
lbw( all iloeilinws
are
•
or Jr, es.1,0
liti ri.ers

For turttle[

'Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

a Smoke

or,ier trderat
Ii,, htll iran. mg!, COTS

",th i

feiluire
merits itinI.A1 sr AA I Ant.'
0,545
NOW l' Mawr

emu
>••••••••,,,

WANTED Apex 40
acres, mostly wooded
rolling, lake or lake
site, preferably with Of
without house, country
road frontage
270-354-5226

Hoses For San

Foot Home For Sale

270-753BAILEY
'LAWN CA
.• DIRT SER
•Liwri PvicY
•Trimm
Affordable

753-1816 727-0611

(270)293-

BELCHER Pax
Residential
Commercial.
Exterior,
Estimates.
270-293-2028-,

BRANDON'S
Service.
I
shrubs, tilling
hogging, blade

270-978-0543
270-436-5277
BRUSH & H

Painting, fix-its
repairs, deck:
washei
sure
stained„ 436-

tS,

CHASE Futrel
Care. 8yrs.

ilop4

8814
O&M Lawn Ca
227-1916
Ill/ASSAIlIt
esIsitsi

Wooded lot in Campbell Estates
145x1 75, quiet cu)-de-sac
978-0876 or 759-5469

RI WWII

FREE
ESTIMA1
(270)873-1

Acreage
3 acre lot in prestigious Saratoga Farms
Beautiful country subdivision on the West
side of Murray. horses
allowed, One of the
best lots with trees
and a small pond' First
time offered by owner
$79.900 now or
$85,000 listed in May
Owner 931-2066767 pictures on midsouthhomes net

2,100 sq. ft 48R
2.5BA,
screened
porch. 2 car attached
garage on 2 acres. 5
minutes from Murray.

Call 270-853-1999.
2009 brick home
2,100 sq ft.
living
space.
3BR, 2BA 1 + acre,
double garage, sunroom, hilltop view 1/2
mile to Murray City
water & gas. By owner
$144,000.
270 519-8570

Sew 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates,
SK(; Real Property

Professionals
293-7872
Immediate
Debt Relief!
Setting an bruitel
In Foreclosure?
Local Noma Buyers
Can Help,
No Cost To You
No Equity OK

1214 Dogwood Dr. Murray

Cell owner at 753-1370 or 227-3-483

ANDRUS Ex
and Septic
Dozer. back I
track
hoe
Installation ar
on septic I
Now offerinc
tank pumpint
credit cards a
978-0404

Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

'
Ar414.41
AVI
r
1414 Onkhill Dr.

761 HOM9.2.COM
(270)761-HOME

Downstairs- Lrving Room, den, kitchen. 2BR
study, 2-1/243A Upstairs- Master BP Using R.,
28R. 20A 7 car garage, spacious yard

:27a 97E

Li&M
LAWN SERVICE

Air

two

Corner of 121 Si.

270' 29Z

$15.00 & up
TAB Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655. 759-9295

Only $69,900

rna, tumtatkr, .5..runina
AU* lass• iort,i.1 disk ernoullioc
vrle mortal Of Ad,efteing
or
el real isit.ite hasts.t
Liettio to
addition le rhos. ens.sssi

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
729 S. 4TH ST.

Richard

VINTAGE house boat,
18x51, all new intenor,
twin diesel, 15kw gen
$18,000 OBO
(270)436-5707

Lot for sale

ON BEAc

• Pic]

Boats I Meters

saArst. elei tut)

100 Head Sell
Black Angus Female
Production Sale, Noon
Saturday, April 24.
Lone Oaks Farm,
10000 Lake
Hardeman, Middleton

WO
70443
Mu

MOTORHOME
31'
2002 Fleetwood Terra
Class A One owner.
condition
Excellent
(No Slide) $24,500
270-227-5414

TN. Call for Catalog
(731) 376-0011

livestock It Suppties

227-4

Campers

000 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
.Remodeling
Screened Porches
'
'
Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
440
•Docks
Lots For Son
•Home/ Mobile Home
Builders
Special!! Repair
436-5517
Oversized
Lot's
APPLIANCE REPAIR
$25.000
Location:
SERVICE & PARTS
Wiswell at King next to
(270) 293-8726 OR
Saratoga Springs
759-5534
Financing Available,
Chuck Van Buren
Call 227-8393

SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC. CKC, shots
wormed, $300 270251-0310 evenings

Don't b
us for

Unbelievable
Log Cabin Sale
Sat April 24th

AKC male Maltese
Housebroken.
neutered. $175. Call
978-6404.

Resident

Lass Property

downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109.

27

$8,500 753-6012

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

ri

I 505 Diuguid Dose
Murray, KY 4207 I
One and Two
liednioni Apartments
270-753-W5e

LOT

3BR, 28A with garage
Above ground pool 4
miles west of Murray
270-293-6572

NICE 2BR $285 00.
No cats 753-6012

TD014108-545-1S33
Ext. IV

DO you need some
where for your child to
spend the summer? A
safe Chnstian envirOn
ment to have fun'?
Come loin the All-star
program at Kidztown
Academy Call 761
5439 for more informa
bon

Storage Rentals

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9886

kimbirdlady0aol.com

7:00-11:00
Dishes,
Decorating items
& much more

We Finance
hoilandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
2009 white, Hyundai
accent
hatchback

Jeremy-

Of

APRIL 17

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

LOG CABIN & 2 AC

SMALL 2BR. appliances furnished. $395
rent. $395 deposit. lyr
lease, no pets
270 753-6156

He...Fix flint

2BR apt partially furnished, some utilities
paid,
no
pets,

USED APPLIAN(IS
WARD EIKINS

--HOUSE wanted: Fix-it
upper, land contract 5+
acres. 1-517-390-0044

NANCY DR

FOR Sale or Lease:
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car garage.
270-873-7826

Bedroom

1BR, price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

LARGE
SELECTION

807

3BR, 2BA 2 car
garage very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898

Improsements
"NO Problem"

270-873-5485

753-0005 leave message.
NAVY RESERVE
Serve part-time. No
military asp needed
Paid training & potential sign-on bonus
Great benefits.
Retirement. Cali MonFn 1-800-777-NAVY
TAKING applications at
Karen's Wildcat Apply
in person

We Buy Land
for You, Needs

Articles
For Selo
BROWN lift chair $200

Real Estate

SATURDAY

38R. IBA, WAD
included $650/mo.
$650Idep 603
Sycamore 38R. IBA,
1710 Farmer Ave
S750/mo, $750/dep.
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710

ANTIQUES. Cat Larry
BUYING

YARD SALE
3BR 1BA appliances

753-3633

EXPERIENCED concrete workers and
laborers. Call Scott
Lost led Found

Huge number of items from mans
households. To donate or volunteer. call
.701 759-1884.

Opportunity
TEM e,

Went it Buy

CARD OF THANKS

Saturday April 17•9AM-2PM
SALE!!

Assistant Managers and Shift Leaders

From the family of
James "Shorty" Dixon

IN MEMORY

Calloway- Govnty Library Anoex,
Main Street tdiacent to library.
Friday. April 16 • 10AM-6PNT
Donations Accepted

Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing

depends on experience
Promotions From Within
Paul Vacations
Medical ci Dental Plan
Must Pass Background Checi,

Murray Lei

Call us we will be
glad to help,
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

1(270)227-0587

All Carpentry Const.
New homes. Additions.
Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing. Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
•A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

iCnight's
NI:C=0
Yoe con coring on the
most experienced
in West 64,
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
!Hill Electric

FUTRELL'S

Service
Trimming,
r
stump grindsn
wood Insured
489-2839

•weekly ,k spct
104:41IN oN., nett',

759-1151 • 29
293-278
I lainillon
6.1 \fail
3301 St. Rt
753-80
,
LAMB
PROFESSI
TREE SER

Sin,c

24 noun

'Complete
removal •G
cleaning •In
(?70)753-

mime

Res . Com . A Ind
licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

(2701293Emerge

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work.
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs workers comp
Insured
227-2617

GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

LAWN B

LAWN SE
.

Free lawn
estima)
We are in
Get in
time slots
avallabl
978-95

MOWING
Tnmming sr
large
Deps
reliable, gutters
shrubs trimme
mg, 11 years

once Steven 7
or 978-7002

ger & Times

CIASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

L

Used Cars

630
Services &twee

LLAND
OR SALES

by Jacqueline Bigar
ProLawn
Lawn Care

Finance

ROOFING

Mite, Hyundai
hatchback
Iles, 37-42mpg.
3.000 mile war
13.000.
13, 293-9829.

Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Don't be fooled by imitators, call
us for a free inspection today!

436-5080

227-4646
Campers

Worm's Turf

• Seal coating
available
Floe Estimates

Jeremy Workman
270 978-7812
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, arid
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic oyster-Now offering S.,
tank pumping. Maw.,
credit cards accepted
978-0404

TRAVES
..ASPHALT
tirolcoating
HOtiling
ItYsil IR %A Is

LAM
•
N SERVICE
• , Manicuring,
d‘t aping R
Vacuuming
ion guaranteed

270-753-2279
BAILEY S
'LAWN CARE &
DIRT SERVICE
•Lawn Mowing
.Trimming
Affordable Rates
(270)293-3161

16 227-0611

& Termite

Mobile Home

BELCHER Painting
Residential
Interior
Exterior.
Fref,
Estimates
270-293-2028-Jerod

Commercial

BRANDON'S Outdoor

17

1NCE REPAIR
;E 8, PARTS
293-8726 OR
)4
Ian Buren

Service.
Mowing
shrubs, tilling, bush hogging, bladework
270-978-0543
270-436-5277
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-its &
repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained.. 436-2228.
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp. 2938814

44gie-s4

DAM Lawn Care
227-1916

tlR %% ‘I I RI 151R.
l'‘1•11m,
RI NI1 /MI 1\1. .

Estates
-sac
469

FREE
ESTIMATES
(270)873-9916

vices Mood

27-0587
)entry Conat.
'nes. Additions.
)1. Sagging &
floors, Vinyl
Decks,
Mobile Home

3
mmo
I & Insured
UR AD
LD BE
RE FOR
Y $75.00
ONTH
753-1916

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, fire
wood Insured
489-2839

\

.1 \1l\I

• week1) A spectal pickups
• locally waned/operated

Ilamilton Cranite

experienced
West Ky.
Taylor Trail

LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Nary affordable rates
qtesideadat or
Commercial
-Free Eshowe
•Seriler C1Lbea
discoauth
LIMITED VMS
AVAILABLE
CALL TODAY
lerry127,100-319RD

(.1.‘RK'S
I ANN N
•\,
21
"
lAp,•rt:
•I ICC P,,Ir
t kl'

12701227- 1958

IF YOU ARE
NOT SATISFIED
WITH YOUR
CURRENT
LAWN SERVICE
AND LOOKING
FOR A NEW
ONE PLEASE
CALL LARRY
AT 227-0726
--LAWN Mowing
service Insured
16-years experience
Call (270)759-4564
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156
270-293-0034
LOCAL Lawn Service
Free Estimates
(270)227-8417

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING
sid[ns:
V
World
Bock •CknyielC
Deck.. •

(270)227-6160

MITCHELL
BROS. PAVING

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

EEO
I count on the

Ntathle
3301 St. RI 121N.

•Commerdial s
Residential
•Asphalt Installaticin
& Maintenance
40 yrs experience

(270)759-0501
ML Garage Doors
Installation. Repairs &
Maintenance
on
garage doors & operators. 293-2357.
MURRAY Power Wash
Commercial
Residential Vinyl siding, sidewalks driveways, parking lots. etc
293-7063. 293-7022

753-8087
- NIllodo.k. • lel-t-22.
-1141
MO-A Hutte,,.
w

-OBRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned

3-7728

Electric

ice 1486
UM WIWI
& Ind
-d
Insined
big or small

LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
'I olTIe1e. tree
'en
ienrr .
clear, . •
red
2701753-TREE.

(8733)
i2701293-1118
Emergency

i-9562

1 A-AFFORDlauling. Clean
Nes, gutters,
ae work.

Horne
meat
Remodeling.
Vinyl Siding.
Floors,
workers comp

'THIS
1)(1
/ FOR
'5.00
ON T H
I 9 1 ti

•Gravet
•i;ackhoe-VV-

• Installation
• Pick-up or Delivery

oh &Molars

ist Estimate
11
CABLE
try
feting
lea Porches

•Pdv.IN

*Seal Coatir

(270)435-4083

Richard Price
270 293-8035

55. 759-9295

PURCHASE
AREA PAVING

QUICK
UNE STRIPING
•Ptirling lob
•Po,tholoicrack rep air

7046 State Route 94 W
Murray. KY 42071

AOTORHOME
leetwood Terra
One owner
condition
nt
iidei 524.500
7-54,4

& up
en Service
wned & operat-

cud)293-1924

(270) 293-2804

iyco fiberglass.
3741., 3
or&d, new tires,
10430.
16-5707

Mao Mood

IHRTIIDAN
HAPPY
for
Thursday. April 15, 2010:
This year, you see life with
renewed inierest. You see ways
to maximize your security and
finances. Often you will look
risks directly in the eye. Be very
sane about taking a nsk, as the
damages could be great. Include
emotional risking in this category. Always be sure you can
accept the fallout if you decide to
go for it. If you are single, you
consider new possibilities as a
result of a newfound openness.
The people you meet could be
unusually interesting. Just check
that this person really is emotionally available before getting
involved. If you are attached, the
two of you need to work more as
a team, emphasizing security.
TAURUS can be a little too practical for your taste.

L '1(.. 1.,f

torsaleS Cern
753-4461

iE house boat,
all new intenor.
isel, 15kw gen.
)0130
46-5707

Horoscope
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LAWN BOY
LAWN SERVICE
Free lawn care
estimate
We are insured
Got in while
time slots are
available
978-9514
MOVVING

and

Trimming small to
large
Dependable
reliable gutters, mulch
Shrubs ti

,ng

11

ence Steven
or 978-70n'

‘: •
91

and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

Justin Boggess
(270)293-2892

I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Someone you answer to
could make demands. Detach
from the immediate issue in order
to get down to the very basics.
There are solutions. You also
might gain more understanding
of what is necessary to allow
greater creative flow. Tonight:
Your treat.

Wilt Do Insurance VVork
Y'15.3 I 1.1aste,Cat kces;ed

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
T.
Square
Home
Repair
Handyman
-Spring
SpecialCleaning siding &
decks. Free estimates.
Licensed & Insured.
262-490-4692,
270-759-4116.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Todd's Auto Detail

ASaeto:detailing.
sPeclaiyiiPq in acid
iaillt-rttrnc . YES
WE-CAN ir

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You don't know what to
do with a difficult situation that
emanates from a domestic or
property-related issue. Your ability to communicate accelerates
as you seek out solutions. Know
what you want. Tonight: Think
"weekend."

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Knowing that more is on
your plate than you can handle
could be important in making
decisions. You could be overwhelmed by all the possibilities
that lie in front of you. Sometimes
you need to step back and do
some questioning. Be careful
about a difficult conversation.
Tonight: Do your thing

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** A meeting could have a
far greater impact than you anticipated. Enlist the support of others, both financially and emotionally, in a key project. Your opportunities are many and allow you
greater flexibility than anticipated. Tonight. Where the action is.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Your fiery side emerges too

act talri . pots from
yocir vehicle gia,s'
Galitoday al
(270120549826
'(270) 227-5648

quickly when you think you are
challenged. That might not be the
case. Relax and work with this
person. A meeting could prove to
be most eniigntening. Many
ideas are exchanged. Tonight: In
the limelight.

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Keep thinking outside

Aerial BucketTruck
Insured

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798
TUTOR available All
subtracts
270-994-9218
murraytutorlagmati coo

Vega to perform at Carson Center
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky. - Grammy award winning artist. Suzanne
Vega, will perform at the
Carson Center on Saturday.
April 17. There will be two performances at 7 p.m. and 9:3(1
p.m. in the intimate setting of
the My re River Room. Tickets
are on-sale now and may be
purchased by calling the box
office at 1270) 450-4444 or online
at
www.thecarsoncenter org.
Widely regarded as one of
the most brilliant songwriters of
her generation. Vega emerged
as a leading figure of the folkmusic revi% al of the early 1980s
when, accompanying herself on
acoustic guitar, she sang what
has been labeled contemporary
folk or neo-folk songs of her
own creation in Greenwich
Village clubs. Since the release
of her self-titled, critically
acclaimed 1985 debut album.
she has given sold-out concerts
in many of the world's bestknown halls. In performances
devoid of outward drama that
nevertheless convey deep emotion. Vega sings in a distinctive,
clear vibrato-less voice that has
been described as "a cool, dry
sandpaper- brushed near-whisper" and as "plaintive but disarmingly powerful."
Bearing the stamp of a masterful storyteller who "observed
the world with a clinically poetic eye," Vega's songs have
always tended to focus on city
life, ordinary people and real
world subjects. Notably succinct and understated, often
cerebral but also streetwise, her
lyrics invite multiple interpretations. In short, Vega's work is
immediately recognizable, as
utterly distinct and thoughtful.
and as creative and musical
now, as it was when her voice
was first heard on the radio over
20 years ago.
Vega was born in Santa
Monica, Calif., but grew up in
Spanish Harlem and the Upper
West Side of New York City.
She was influenced by her
mother, a computer systems
analyst and her stepfather. the
Puerto Rican writer Egardo
Vega Yunque. There was a
heady mix of multicultural
music playing at home:
Motown, bossa nova, jazz and

album hit #2 in the UK and #11
in the States, was nominated for
three
Grammy%
including

Suzanne Vega
folk. At age 11 she picked up a
guitar and as a teenager she
started to write songs. It was in
1979 when Vega attended a
concert by Lou Reed and began
to lind her true artistic voice
and distinctive vision for contemporary folk. Receptionist by
day. Vega was hanging out at
the
Greenwich
Village
Songwriter's Exchange by
night. Soon she was playing
iconic senucs like The Bottom
Line and Folk City. The word
was out and audiences were
catching on.
I987's "Solitude Standing"
elevated her to star qatus. The

Record of the Year and went
platinum. "Luka- is a song that
has entered the cultural vernacular: certainly the only hit song
ever written from the perspective of an abused boy. The
opening song on Solitude
Standing was a strange little a
cappella piece. "Tom's Diner"
about a non-descript restaurant
near Columbia University
uptown. Withou, Vega's permission, it was remixed by U.K.
electronic dance duo "DNA"
and
bootlegged
as "Oh
Susanne.- Suddenly her voice
on this obscure tune was showing up in the most unlikely setting of all: the club. Vega permitted an official release of the
remix of "Tom's Diner" under
its original title which reached
#5 on the Billboard pop chart
and went gold.
Vega's neo-folk style has
ushered in a new female,
acoustic, folk-pop singer-songwriter movement that would
include the likes of Tracy
Chapman. Shawn Colvin. and
Indigo Girls, In 1997, Vega
joined Sarah McLachlan on her
Lilith Fair tour which celebrated the female voice in rock and
pop. She was one of the few
artists invited back every year.

NIaggie, spayed. six months.
female. tabby. Brown. Torbie
INI1x1
SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI 10 454-4 PM
. ir inure

Bobby, sin months,
male Beagle
SAT, 10 AM-3 PM

«iota(

Murray-Calloway Count) Animal Shelter
at (270)759-4141
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the box, and you'll come up with
ideas left and hght. How you handle a changeable situation,
whether it is a relationship or a
heartfelt project, could transform
if you transform also. Try to push
away from either/or situations.
Tonight: Let your mind wander to
great music.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** A partner wants and

needs more control. You could be
irritated, as it appears he or she
might be stepping on your
WESLEY'S
Lawn desires
boundaries.
and
Maintenance. Relax! Investigate different alternatives
Let us do your lawn within a meeting or get-together.
this year! Landscaping, Tonight: Chat over dinner.
mowing, edge, shrubs, SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
mulching, leaf removal. **** Listen to another pertree service, seeding, son's sharing. How you deal with
fertilizing,
aerating. someone could change radically
References available. If you're investigating alternatives
No Contract Required
to a difficult professional or emoFree
estimates
& tional matter, hold back some.
insured. Over 15yrs. Others chime in, and it gives you
experience. Block and a better sense of where you are.
Subdivision discounts. Tonight: Say "yes."
270-703-9610
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
WILL mow, tnm,
mulch, paint, clean-up
or help move
(270)293-9086
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free esti
mates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

(Pool Tante Guy.

731-8194655

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2- So-so;

Water Damaged Floors
BOOS & Floor Joists
Flemodeling & Plumbing

Call us we will be
glad to help.
29 Years Experience
Poo,•ahes Bought Sold
Senaced and Moved

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

11ednesday, April 14, 2010• 311

Muray Ledger
& Times
270-753-1916

****

An
even,
mellow
approach could go far. You might
want to push someone, but that
won't work If you're challenged,
get to the base of your resistance. You could be surpnsed by
what comes up for you. Be willing
to flex, especially in your daily
life. Tonight. Squeeze in some
exercise.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Sometimes pressure
helps you come up with unusual
solutions. Your creativity soars in
the face of one of these challenges. Understand what is happening with an irritated associate. The right solution can incorporate everyone's bottom line
Tonight: Let your imagination
rock and roll.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You could be holding back
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Callers to r.800.ACS.2345 or visitors to www.canter.org can find cancer
information and support 24 hours a day.

Cancer information specialists are available day and night, answering
questions and offering peace of mind when cancer patients need it most.

Cancer Survivors Network provides an online community with chat rooms
and information resources for survivors and caregivers at www.cancer.org.

and not be WO happy at first.

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Refuse to place yourself in a difficult situation Just keep working
with new information, knowing
there is an answer You lust might
not have seen the solution yet
Tonight: At home.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** If you keep communication flowing, even a disagreement isn't hard You discover that
a meeting or a friend could be the
source of a solution Others also
might be looking to greater flexibility Tonight: Say "yes".

April 30, 2010
7 p.m. to 6 a.m.
MSU Stewart Stadium
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Boyfriend skirts commitment
by using daughter as excuse

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of a
L:re% from M & M Towers of
Bolivar. Mo.. raising the first
third of a 345-foot digital television tower on Andrus Drive
lot the Murray Electric System MES Supt. Tony Thompson said the tower should be
completed by the end of April.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Births reported include a boy
to Frank and Sherri Finley, Jan
II: a boy to .leff and Jo Beth
Wallace. March 23: a boy to
Mark and Michelle Woods. Jan.
4
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of
Dick Jackson hanging drawings
by Teresa Battell at the Calloway County: Public Library
as part of the Murray Art Guild's
show throughout the month of
April.
()wen's Chapel
Baptist
Church will have its revival
meeting from April 16 to 21
with Rev. Ricky Cunningham
as speaker.
The Aurora Area Ministries
Alliance will conduct a community sunrise service at 6 a.m.
on Easter Sunday, April 15.
Births reported include a girl
to Lacinda and Chris Higgins.
April II.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of the
Calloway County Middle School
Band. directed by Shela Bondurant. who received three superior ratings at the Kentucky
Music Educators Association
Band Contest at Murray State
liniversity.
Also published is a picture
of the winners of the Kentucky
Lake Bass Club Tournament who
arc Harold Griffin, Bob Burroughs and Frank Cooper.
The annual brunch and style
show of the Murray State Uni-

versity Women's Society will
be April 19 in the Racer room
at MSU.
Forty years ago
H. Glenn Doran has been
appointed Calloway County
Chairman of the Alumni Century Club at Murray State University. Also serving will he
Joe Dick, Max Hurt and Mancil Vinson, director of Alunini
Affairs at Murray State Um
versity.
The home of Mr and Mrs
Delmer Jones on Rt. 3, Murray, was destroyed by fire early
today.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Crossett. April 9. and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Weatherly, March
26.
Fifty years ago
The Murray High School
Band will sponsor a "Hobo
Day- on April 16 to raise funds
for the band's trip to the Lions
Club Convention in Chicago. III..
this summer.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Ferguson, a girl to Mr and Mrs.
Charles Lampley and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson.
Evangelist Paul Hall of Parkersbug. W.Va.. will be the speaker at a gospel meeting at College Church of Christ, now in
progress until April 29.
Sixty years ago
Elected as new officers of
the Calloway County Branch
of Association for Childhood
Education were Kathleen Patterson, president; Mrs. Thomas
Redden, vice president: Mrs.
Mavis McCamish, secretary; and
Mrs James Overby, treasurer.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Thomas
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William V. Futrell, April 7

Today In 111$111111
By The Associated Prat/
Today is Wednesday. April 14,
the 104th day of 2010. There are
261 days left in the year.
'roday's Highlight in History:
On April 14. 1910. President
William Howard Taft became the
first 1 1.5. chief executive to throw
the ceremonial first pitch at a
baseball game as the Washington
Senators opened their season with
a 3-0 victory over the Philadelphoa Athletics
On this date:
In I 7"C the first American

Murray Ledger & limes

DEAR
ABBY:
My
boyfriend and I have been
together for a number of years,
and were close friends before
dating. We have lived together for 10 months now and
pretty much act like a married couple. I feel I am ready
to become
engaged.
He,
on
the
other
hand, feels
we should
wait
until
his 16-yearold daughter, "Lacy,"
moves out - either back
with
her
By Abigail
mother (ir on
Van Buren
her own. He
doesn't feel it's "right" for us
to marry before then.
We are both adults, and
while I don't want to disregard Lacy's feelings, I think
this is something WE should
decide. We have told her many
times that our relationship doesn't mean Daddy loves her any
less.
Something in me is beginning to think he's just making
excuses and he won't "buy the
cow" as long as he's getting
the milk for free. I feel like
1 am ... FLOATING IN LIMBO
IN DELAWARE
DEAR IN LIMBO: You and
your boyfriend need to have
a frank talk because it appears
you thought moving in with him
would bring you a firm commitment, and he appears to be
happy with the status quo. If
you haven't already done so,
tell hint exactly what you have
told me, because what you
have written makes perfect
sense. And if he's unwilling

Dear Abby

A.

society for the 'abolition of slavery was formed in Philadelphia.
In 10,48. the first edition of Noah
Webster% "American Dictionary
of the English Language- was
published.
In 1865, President Abraham
Lincoln was assassinated by John
Wilkes Booth during a performance of "Our American Cousin"
at Ford's Theater in Washington.
la 1902, James Cash Penney
opened his first store. The Golden Rule, in Kemmerer. Wyo,
In 1912, the British liner RMS

Triads collided with an iceberg
in the North Atlantic and began
sinking.
In 1939. the John Steinbeck
novel "The Grapes of Wrath- was
first published.
In 1956, Ampex Corp. demonstrated the first successful videotape recorder at the National Association of Radio and Television
Broadcasters Convention in Chicago.
In 1960, the musical "Bye Bye
Birdie" opened on Broadway

Is surgery the
answer for rotator cuff?

to budge. then its time for
you to "moo-ve out.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I recently
attended a funeral of someone
close. It was a sad time for
me, but it sparked an idea that
may bring comfort to my family and friends when its my
time to go.
Abby, would it he out of
line to make a goodbye video
of myself It would include
fond memories that would put
a smile on someone's face and
allow my family and friends
to remember me as I was alive.
not as I lay in a coffin. Instead
of a plastic bookmark. I could
leave a DVD of my final goodbyes.
I have a health problem and
don't know how long I have.
SO I'd like to know what you
and your readers think about
my idea. I trust your advice.
Abby, so please let me know.
FAREWELL.
FINAL
-UPSTATE NEW YORK
DEAR FAREWELL: As
long as your video is done
tastefully, I see no reason why
you shouldn't do it. We live
in an age when video and
YouTube are a part of our everyday lives. I'm sure your memento will be treasured by the
loved ones you leave behind.
•••
DEAR ABBY: For Valentine's Day I bought a dozen
red roses and had them delivered to my girlfriend's workplace. On her way home that
evening, she made a stop at
the grocery store and encountered a distraught young man
near tears because he couldn't
afford to buy flowers for his
girlfriend. She offered him
money but he refused, so she
gave him the roses I bought
for her. (Abby, they had cost
me more than $82!)
The whole episode still has
me upset. I know the roses
were a gift and she had every
right to do with them as she
wished. But I think what she
did was thoughtless and insensitive and didn't take my feelings infb consideration. She
says 1 ani narrow-minded
because I don't see it from
her perspective. What do you
think? GRINCHED IN IOWA

1-16)-AMIE, I 00/JT BANK
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"Watson, how did you fare at the
club today'." queried Sherlock
Holmes as he stretched his legs
before the fireplace.
"Holmes." replied the doctor
sadly, "I fear that ill fortune still pursues me. Today I had no good hands
save one, and that one. imnically.
also contributed to iny downfall"
"Tell me about it," said Holmes,
exhaling a huge cloud of smoke.
The doctor laid out the hand arid
reviewed the bidding "I assume you
were last," said the sleuth. "and
declarer won the club lead with the
tack and attacked a minor suit."Indubitably correct," Watson
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WASHED THE CAR WITH MY
FAVORITE OLD T-SHIRT TORAY

IT FELT LIKE I \
HAP INSULTED IT
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Post-it note
Shaggy flower
Confront
Metric unit of
weight
13 Yvette's date
14 Androcles pal
15 Grimace
16 Wild ducks
18 Mideast desert
20 Tool set
21 — Haute, Ind
23 Homer
Simpson epithet
26 Lab cla
29 Bleak and forbidding
31 Toast spreads
32 Novelist -Rand
33 Toe the line
34 Guacamole
base
36 Little Joe's
brother
37 Home tel
II/3

Folger rival
Thigh neighbor
Florida port
Healthy hot
drink (2 wds )
49 Hire a caddie
51 Annoy
52 Hearing aid7
53 Fringe —
54 Churn up
55 Track in the
ground
56 Pause after
exertion
38
40
41
45
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9 Diver's need
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IN FACT UM TOOK
THE FIRST COOKIE 7!

E

DIM
Bli E

1 Movie studio
2 Mythical archer
3 Pineapple
island
4 Bad sign
5 Mrs. Eisenhower
6 Emma in "The
Avengers"
7 Routine trip (2
wds
8 Tire trouble

13

PEANUTS4110110

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

USUALLY
IN FRONT
OF A
THERAPIST

>

ALL RI6HT, WHO TOOK
ThE LAST COOKIE?:

replied. "Ile played spades first."
"And you took the nine with the
queen," continued Holmes, "and no
doubt returned a kiss- diamond. cos ered hy the 101, jack and king"
-Precisely,- Watson continued.
"and when I won the second spade
and led another diamond, declarer
finessed the nine. After I next took
South's eight of hearts with the
queen. I played a diamond again once more to no avail as declarer
won with the right to make exactly
three notnimp."
"Ah, dear friend," sighed
Holmes, shaking his head, "you
think hut you di, not reason. You
should have returned the queen 4)1
diamonds rather than a low diamond
at trick threcI"But. nut." Watson protested.
"Tut, tut," !Mimes chided. "I am
aware or the principle that says one
must not lead a queen when lacking
the jack. In the present case, however, logic surely supersedes convention. South is known to have the K-1
of clubs and ace of diamonds for his
bids. The only high card West can
have is the jack ol diamonds, and
you should assume tic has it. Once
you play the queen, the contract is
doomed. As soon as you obtain the
lead again, you play another din.
mond to establish West's tack as the
setting trick."
"Holmes," said the doctor, "you
amaie me."
"Elementary, my dear Watson."
the great sleuth replied

Tomorrow: Optical illusion
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Dr. Gott

North dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•KJ 0 5
V K J 92
•K 3
•A Q4
WEST
EAST
•7 6
•AQ43
IP 73
•A Q 6 4
•1 6 5
•Q 7 4 2
410911762
•5
SOUTH
•9 8 2
•10 8 5
•A 1098
•K j 1
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
1•
Pass
1 NT
Pass
2 NI
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead - ten of clubs.

•••
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It may s
Billy Kcnne
chicks in a
National Sri

Contract Bridge

DEAR GRINCHED: I can
see how, having spent as much
as you did for the roses, you
could be upset. I can also see
how your kindhearted girlfriend
might have had pity on the
guy and acted on impulse.
While the roses were hers, she
could have accomplished the
same thing by giving him one
or two of the roses to give to
his girlfriend. However, if you
care about this relationship,
you'll stop brooding and drop
the matter.

nitketv faLuvs(P)

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
packs. which can he purchased ai
not seen anything in your colyour local pharmacy or =poi
Um about a tom rotator cull. I
vised with a hag of froten peas
have one in my right shoulder. I from your rr.
frigerator. gentle daily
am a 79-year-old male and won- exercise and over-the-counter non
der if an operation would help steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
me in any way. I had a triple such as ibuprofen or acetarnin“
bypass
in
phen. can ease the pain If thes,
1977
and conservative measures fail to pro
implants vide relief, visit your physician
placed in my
to determine the next step that
prostate. might he physical therapy, a steroid
Other
than
injection or surgery If surgery is
that, I'm in
recommend, obtain a referral to
good health
an orthopedic specialist for con
DEAR formation. He or she will he able
READER: to repair any tears or remove any
the muscles
bone spurs or calcium deposits
and tendons
I do not believe your age or
that connect
medical history should prevent
the upper- ami you from having surgery: howevBy
bone to the er. I recommend you consider
Dr. Peter Gott shoulder conservative measures first.
blade
and
DEAR DR GOTT: Since last
hold the hall of the bone firmly
June, 1 have experienced tight
into the shoulder socket are known
neck muscles that make it a probas the rotator cuff. Injuries result lem to sleep and drive my car
primarily from a fall with impact I've tried everything except
to the arm, the aging process, acupuncture. My doctor is uncon
poor posture and from repetitive cemed. I'm 70 and in good health
activity -- specifically. that which
1 exercise three or four times a
is done overhead. Symptoms week on a stationary bike, garinclude loss of motion because den and walk. Can you help me''
of pain and shoulder weakness
DEAR READER: There are
A torn rotator cuff can occur 33 vertebrae on the spine, seven
because of bursitis, tendonitis or of which are in the neck. The
a tear or strain Bursitis is imtaneck holds up your head, which.
tion andhir inflammation of the on average, weighs about 10
bursa located between the shoulpounds With poor posture, even
der joint and tendons of the rotaa few centimeters of poorly distor cuff Tendonitis is essentially tributed weight can place an enorinflammation of the tendons caused
mous burden on the neck musby excessive use, such as is seen
cles. So muscles tighten up as a
in tennis players or carpenters. defense mechanism and cause pain
This excessive use can lead to Other than posture. other possitears or strains of the area.
ble causes are osteoarthritis of the
Diagnosis is commonly made
neck, fibromyaigia, polymyalgia
by physical exam. When ques- rheumatica and hypothyroidism.
tions remain, your physician might
I recommend you see a spoils
choose to order an X-ray, ultra- therapist or request a referral to
sound or MRI.
the physical-therapy department
Temporarily discontinuing the of your local hospital. You can
irritating activity, applying cold
be taught proper exercises.
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Jackson, Griffin make it official on signing day
KENNEDY'S TWO
EARIX SIGNEES
COMMIT; RACER
HEAD COACH STILL
HAS THREE TO GIVE
fly MICHAEL DWI
Sports Editor
It may still be a few days before
Billy Kennedy gets all his proverbial
ducks in a row, but with today being
National Signing Day around college

RACER ROUNDUP

protested.
chided. "I am
that says one
when lacking
lit Ca.SC, how:sedes eonvenI have the K-.1
tmonds for his
:ard West can
liamimds, and
: has it. Once
he contract is
uou obtain the
another diaVs jack as the

Racer football
preps for
Blue/Gold
game

•
•
•

'BREDS LOSE
SLUGFEST AT
RF,AGAN
FIELD

ear Watson'

nc.

3"

us

ALL 'A' CLASSIC: BALLARD MEMORIAL 14, MURRAY 4

MICHAEL DANN / Lodger & Times

doctor, "you

6—

basketball tradition and I felt it would
be a great place for me to go play and
try to get to the next level. I also felt I
could get some playing time early in
rny career•
Another
web
site.
Floridahoops.com, has both Griffin
(28th) and Jackson (31st) in the top 40.
The site also includes current Kentucky
recruit Stacy Poole Jr. (6th) and possible signee Brandon Knight (1st).
With junior forward A.J. Wilson
transferring to Minnesota St.-Mankato
earlier in the month, it left Kennedy
with another available scholarship to
offer.

Murray State's Drew Fqxley watches this single In the first
inning Tuesday against Evansville. Pixley was 2-for-4 with
three RBI in the 20-17 loss to the Purple Aces.

ad,- sighed
head, "you
t reason. You
the queen of
a loss diamond

A

led the team in scoring with 21 8 points story on Griffin. in which it reported he
per game and added 12 rebounds to go chose the Racers over Florida A&M,
along with 7.2 blocks this past season.
Georgia
State.
Virginia
Griffin, from Leon High School, Commonwealth, Coastal Carolina.
which is also located in Florida, was College of Charleston. Texas A&M
Mr. Everything for the Lions. The 6-7, Corpus Christi and North Honda.
2I5-pound guard led the team in scor"I really liked the relationship the
ing at 19.3 points per game and coaches had with the players," Griffin
rebounds at 10.8 per game. He also was told the web site about Murray State.
the team leader in assists (4.7), steals "When (MSU)recruited me, they were
(2.0) and blocks (2.0)
nice, and most coaches are really nice
Leon High School (88-711 lost to when they recruit you. but you could
Lee in the 5A Florida State tell they were genuine.
Championships, 88-71.
"Coach Isaac Chew did a great job
Back
in
October. recruiting me. and I formed a great relaFloridahoopsrecruit.com featured a tionship with him. They have a great

In••

odes first."
mine with the
Imes, "and no
diamond, cos rid king."
In continued.
second spade
umd, declarer
er I next took
arts with the
nond again
uI a.s declarer
make exactly

A

basketball. the Murray State head coach
knows he's filled at least two of his live
available scholarships.
belong
They
to
Shawn Jackson and
Chris Griffin, who each
signed in the early penml back in November.
Jackson. ranked 88th
by ESPN, is a 6-foot-8,
2115-pound power forGriffin
ward from Live Oak,
Ha., and attended Melody Christian
Academy (16-8). His team lost in the
IA Fonda State Championships to
Rock (Gainsville) 66-53, but Jackson

:By MSU Sports information
: The Murray State football
•a m invites all fans and stuents to attend the 2010 Blue &
;old Bowl Thursday as the
'am ends spring practice with
it evening of fun at Roy
tewart Stadium.
. Admission is free when the
/ales to Stewart Stadium open
i 4 p.m. and there will be pleny of food and fun for everyIle.

Winslow Dining Services
all serve dinner for all stuents from 4:30 p.m. until 7:30
to. and the Racer Grill will be
pen for non-students starting
i 5 p.m.
Froggy 103.7 FM will have
live remote starting at 5 p.m.
ath the Voice of the Racers
cal Bradley interviewing a
.ariety of guests including
cad coach Chris Hatcher,
ffensive coordinator Buster
'aulkner and defensive coordiator Ashley Anders.
Jockey Naotni Whit( will
ave Racer-I at the stadium as
'ell.
.. The Murray State men's
basketball team, just oft their
CAA Tournament win, will
e on hand for photos and autotraphs starting at 5 p.m.
i The game begins at 6:30
*
in, with a unique lineup feairing Racer Football and stucot groups. The MSU Greek
len's and Women's All-Stars
ompete against the Intramural
II-stars. Their scores will be
onibined with the MSU Blue
nd Gold teams to determine a

I
t

I

* 6:30 p.m. - (1st quarter)
Women's Greek All-Stars
(Blue) vs Intramural All-Stars
(Gold).
* 6:45 p.m. - (2nd quarter)
MSU Football Blue vs Gold
* 7:10 p.m. • Halftime
(MSLI Ba4ethall recognition)
* 7:20 p.m. • (3rd quarter)
MSU Foothill Blue vs Gold
* 7:45 p.m. — (4th quarter)
Men's Greek All-Stars (Blue)
vs Intramural All-Stars (Gold)
Coach Hatcher will hand out
game awards and make comments afterwards.
During the event, fans will
have the opportunity to place
an order for 2010 season tickets.
All activities will take place
on field level
Breds Lose Slugfest at
Reagan Field
Evansville scored six runs in
the top of the 10th inning to
complete a seven-run comeback in handing Murray State a
20-17 defeat Tuesday afternoon at Reagan Field. The victory is the I I th in a row for the
Purple Aces over the Brcds.
UE (16-16) pushed across
six runs in the top of the 10th
on a sacrifice fly, a pair of RBI
singles, a wild pitch and a sacrifice bunt.
MSU (18-14) tried to rally
in the bottom of the inning as
Cory Hodskins walked and
scored on Kyle Tiernan's double to left center. Drew Pixley
followed with a run -scoring
double of his own before scoring on Wes Cunningham's single to right center.
The Breds came out swinging the first inning as they sent
I() hitters to the plate and
pushed across five runs. Zach
Noonan got things going with a
single to right center. With one
II See MSU. 3C
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Murray catcher Haley Armstrong eyes Ballard Memorial baserunner Haley Bass as she slides into home plate during
a first-round First Region All 'A' Classic game Tuesday at Hickman County. Bass was safe on the play, and the Lady
Bombers rolled to a 14-4 victory,

ate to the Party
LADY TIGERS NOT IIIEMSELVES AS BALLARD ROLLS ON IN ALL. 'A'
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
CLINTON, Ky. —Ted Booth
doesn't know what team showed
up wearing black and gold uniforms at Hickman County on
Tuesday, but it wasn't his group.
Murray's stretch of futility in
the First Region All 'A' Classic
continued at the hands of
Ballard Memorial in a 14-4
defeat that ended in the sixth
inning on the 10-run rule.
The sixth-seeded Lady Tigers
dug themselves a canyon-sized
hole in the first inning, committing three errors and spotting
No. 3 Ballard a cushy seven-run
lead.
The Lady Bombers did their
part, teeing off on senior ace
Chelcie Winchester. who is dealing with an illness and has not
played at lOn percent this year.

But Booth pinned the loss
instead on an uncharacteristically shaky defense and a passive
approach at the plate.
Murray committed eight
errors on the night and struck
out 10 times.
"We didn't even show up.
don't know if we were scared or
what," s. Id the first-year head
coach, whose squad falls to 4-2
on the season.
"Our defense has been solid
until today, and we picked the
wrong time to slip up. We
looked scared to swing the bat.
It was just uncharacteristic of us.
The fight wasn't there, the effort
wasn't there."
The Lady Tigers did fight
back from the initial seven-run
deficit. holding Ballard scoreless in the second and plating
four runs in the third to breathe

new life into their upset hopes.
Three of those runs came on
a bases-clearing single up the
middle off the bat of senior
pinch hitter Melissa Shoulberg.
In a bold move, Booth substitued Shoulherg for senior
third
baseman
Jacqueline
Vilardo, who had been suffering
through a mini-slump, with two
outs and the bases jammed.
She delivered what Booth
called her biggest hit of the season, giving the Lady Tigers at
least one positive note on a less
than memorable day.
"We had to make some
changes to try to get something
going," said Booth, who also
shuffled his defense after bringing Shoulberg into the game.
"She hit the ball well and
came up big for us. She's a senior, so it was good to get tier into

This Week
First Region All 'A' Classic
(at Hickman Co.)
Monday
(8) Mayfield 16,(9) Fulton Co 6
(8) Hickman Co 7,(4) St Mari 0
Reidland 15.(8) Mayheld 0
Tuemeay
(3) Ballard Memonal 14,(6) Murray 4
(2) Heath 8.(7) Carlisle CO 0
Wednesday
(2)Heath v5 13) Ballard Mem S p m
(t) Redland vs (5) 1-9clunan CO 7 p m
Thursday
Championship game
5pm

an All 'A' game."
Murray's first third-inning
run came off a Ballard error
when Sarah Crouch scored after
the Lady Bomber left fielder
bobbled an Amanda Winchester
line drive.
The potential out would have
ended the inning before
Shoulberg ever stepped to the
See MHS,2C
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Futrell tosses one-hitter, beats Graves
LADY LAKERS POUND
OUT

14 HI'I'S IN

ROUT

Staff Report
Ashton Futrell tossed a one-hitter and
Calloway County's hats pounded out 14 hits
in a 10-0 victory over Grilses County
Tuesday at Lady Laker Field.
Futrell was dominant, tossing a sixinning shutout and impmving her record to
2-1 on the season while striking out one batter. Graves only hit of the day came on a

bunt single in the 111th inning.
The Lady Laker ofTense, on the other
hand. accumulated 14 hits, getting multi-hit
games from four different players.
Karlee Wilson went 3-for-4 with a triple
and two RBI while Kristin Boggess was 3for-3 with two doubles and an RBI.
Lauren Benson went 2-for-4 with two
RBI while Brittany Reynolds was 2-for-2
with an RBI. Taylor Armstrong also delivered a double.
Other notable hitters included Taylor
Futrell, who went I -for-3 with an RBI.
Brittany Fox. who was also 1 -for-3 with an

RBI. and Ffin Burton, who drove in a run.
With the win. Calloway improves to 5-3
on the season while Graves falls to 4-7.
The Lady Lakers scored one run apiece in
the first and second innings and plated two
more in the third before exploding for a
four-run frame in the fourth.
Calloway added its final run of the
evening in the fifth inning to end the game
on 10-run rule.
The Lady Lakers now turn their attention
to a 4th District showdown with Marshall
County on Thursday. First pitch is set for
5:30 p.m. at Lady Laker Field.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray. KY • 753-3415
John Williams

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

The Calloway County High School boys basketball team recently held their Awards Night to celebrate the 20092010 season. Numerous players were awarded for their performance on the court and in the classroom. Varsity
award winners were as follows: Josh Humphreys (Blocked Shots Leader and Leading Rebounder), Austin Lilly
(Steals Leader, Assists Leader, Free Throw Percentage Award. and Academic Award), Justin Hill (2-Point Field
Goal Percentage Award, Varsity Coaches Award, and Academic Award). Blake Maness (JV Coaches Award and
Academic Award), Brock Simmons (Varsity MVP, 3-Point Field Goal Percentage Award and Academic Award),
Shawn Thompson (Defense Award and Academic Award), Garrett Schwettman (Hustle Award and Academic
Award), Jay Green (Academic Award) and Jeremy Pruitt (Academic Award). Pictured, front row, from left: Josh
Humphreys, Austin Lilly, Justin Hill. Back row, from left: Blake Maness. Brock Simmons, Shawn Thompson,
Garrett Schwettman, Jay Green and Jeremy Pruitt.

American League Standings
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Toronto
6 2 750
—
New York
5 2 714 1/2
Tampa Bay
5 3625
1
Boston
3 4 429 2 1/2
Baltimore
1
7 125
5
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Detroit
6 2 750
Minnesota
6 2 750
Chicago
3 5 375
3
Kansas City
3 5 375
3
Cleveland
2 5 286 31.2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Oakland
6 3667
—
Texas
4 3 571
1
Seattle
3 6 333
3
Los Arge,es
2 6 250 31.2

Tuesday s Games
Detroit 6. Kansas City 5
NY. Yankees 7, LA Angels 5
Tampa Bay 8 Baltimore 6, 10 Owings
Toronto 4 Chicago Whim Sox 2
Seattle 3 Oakiand 0

National League Standings
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
—
Philadelor
6
1 857
4
4
500 2 1/2
Florida
Atlanta
3 4 429
3
Washington
3 4 429
3
New York
2 5 286
4
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
St Louis
5 2 714
Cincinnati
5 3 625 12
Pittsburgh
4 4 500 1 12
3 4 429
Chicago
2
3 4 429
Milwaukee
2
Houston
0 7 000
5
West Division
L Pct GB
W
San Francisco
—
6 2 750
Arizona
4 3 571 1 12
Colorado
4 3 571 1 12
Los Angeles
3 4 429 2 12,
San Diego
3 4 429 2 1,2'

Tuesday s Games
LA Dodgers 9. Anzona 5
Cincinnati 10. Florida 8 11 innings
Colorado 11. NY Mots 3
Pittsburgh 6 San Francisco 5

•MHS
Learn How To Cut Your
Mowing Time In Half

From Page 1C
plate.
Murray's momentum was
short-lived, however, as the
Lady Bombers fought back with
two more runs in the bottom of
the inning off another Lady
Tiger error.
The Ballard batsmen hit
Winchester's changeup hard
throughout her outing, and
Booth turned to sophomore
Morgan Huston with two outs in
the third.
"I thought about bringing
Morgan in earlier," he said.
"Chelcie's first-ever varsity
pitch was against Ballard, so it
was special for her to get to go
tonight as a senior.
"Our defense killed her. Our
defense usually has her back.
and I think that was a lot of it.
She was mad, and I don't blame
her."
Ballard coach Marla Cooper
said she talked to her squad
about keying on Winchester's
changeup prior to the game.
"We reminded them that she
throws a lot of changeups," said
Cooper, whose squad improved
to 10-1 on the season and will
face second-seeded Heath in
tonight's semifinals.
"We wanted to be ready and
prepared for that. That's some-

wieeter.f‘toririkt!tla

TimeCutter

2799.99
• 3-in-I cutting system
• 4" deep cutting deck 42" or 50" wide
• Automatic braking system
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
MURRAY

976 CHESTNUT ST
•
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BLUE AND GOLD BOWL
MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL SPRING GAME
.THURSDAY, APRIL 15.• 6:30 PM

AT ROY STEVVART STADIUM

TOMMY DILLARD

thing we've tried to work on
anyway this week — being prepared for the changeup."
Cooper, whose team hadn't
faced Murray in several seasons,
said unfamiliarity was a blessing
for her team, which came in as
the favorite.

-RACEWAY AUTO SALES
Corner of 4th & Poplar Streets • Murray • 270-753-9586

Festivities begin at 4:00 pm
1vIer Sinclair • DJ
• Racer Basketball Team there to
sign autographs and take pictures
(Bring your own items and memorbilla
for the team to sign)
'Winslow evening meal for students
• Hotdogs and Soft Drinks for fans
•Greeks vs. Intramural Flag Football
• Nim 'season fk ket Holder,
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Senior pitcher Chelcie Winchester heads to the dugout
after surrendering the ball to head coach Ted Booth in the
third inning of Tuesday's game. Ballard Memorial tagged
Winchester with nine runs, but her defense didn't back
her up, committing eight errors on the night.

• 2001 PT Cruiser. Sharp
2001 Ford Taurus, Runs Great
1998 Chev. Lumina, White
2000 Dodge Caravan
1999 Pontiac Grand Prix. Nice
1996 Plymouth Voyager Van
1995 Jeep Cherokee 4x4
2000 Daewoo. Leather. Loaded
1994 Ford Escort. Reliable
1998 Ford XLT Truck, Sharp
1999 Chev. S-10 5 Speed

$3,950
$2.950
S2.950
S2.200
S3.100
S1,650
S2.600
S1.650
$1.350
S4.100
S2.800

"The girls couldn't overlook
them because we hadn't seen
them and didn't know what to
expect," she said. "We had.to
play hard from the beginning.4'
Huston retired five conseoulive batters upon entering the
game. but Ballard got to her for
one run in the fifth and strung
together a barrage of base hits to
score four runs in the sixth and
end the game.
The Lady Bombers finished
the game with 14 hits. while
Murray had just five.
Sophomore Sabrina Lovelace
led Ballard, going 3-for-5 and
scoring two runs. Four other
Lady Bombers delivered two
hits apiece, including senior
pitcher Molly Hargrove.
On the mound. Hargrove
pitched a complete game and
notched 10 strikeouts.
"The difference was that they
went up there wanting to hit the
ball, looking for a strike. and We
went up there trying to figure
out how we weren't going to
strike out," said Booth.
"I'm going to rub this in to
them. They need to take it personally and make sure it never
happens again."
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TENNESSEE

A week full of dances. live music. a Chnstian concert..
carnival, a pro rodeo. wallu'run, jr fishing rodeo and one
of the grandest parades in northwest Tennessee. Check
Out this year's now event — Hushpuppy Eating Contest
on Wednesday night. And let's not forget the Oehoous
catfish filiets served Wednesday and Thursday
night and all day Fnday and Saturday.

a complete schedule of events you can visit the official webstte at
www.warldsbigigestfishfry-ccom
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WILUAMS DELVERS
HOME RUN, DOUBLE
FOR LAMERS
Staff Report
Grant Williams tut a double
and a home run, but it wasn't
enough to lift Calloway County
over Christian County Tuesday
at Laker Field.
The Colonels pounded out 10
hits en route to a 9-3 victory
over the Lakers, who fall to 6-7
on the season.
Austin Hargrove took the
loss for Calloway while Josh

Hilling picked up the win for
Christian, which improved to 95 and sits atop the Second
Region.
The Colonels got on the
board first with one run in the
first inning, but Calloway
evened the game, plating a run
in the second.
Christian broke the game
open in the third with five runs.
The Lakers answered with two
in the bottom half to cut the lead
to three, but three more Colonel
runs in the sixth ensured the victory.
Calloway managed six hits
on the night and committed
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three errors.
Five of those hits did go cor
extra bases, however. In addition to Williams' double and
homer, Dylan Dwyer. Cody
Redden and Garrett Cowen all
delivered doubles.
Gary Cole Isom led Christian
with three singles while
Alexander Davie added a single
and a triple.
Calloway returns to action
next Tuesday, April 20, when
they travel to 4th District opponent Community Christian for a
5 p.m. first pitch.

•MSU
From Page 1C
Colton Moore drove in a run with a single up the
middle before a passed ball plated another run.
Hodskins walked to load the bases and Kyle
Tiernan was hit by a pitch to plate another run.
Pixley scored the fourth run with a sacrifice fly
to right field and Brandon Elliott drove in the
final run with a single to center field.
The Purple Aces rallied for three unearned
runs in the second inning as a single, walk and
fielding error loaded the bases with two outs.
Greg Wallace drove in all three runners with a
:triple just inside the first-base bag.
MSU added to the lead in the fifth as Propst
doubled down the left-field line and scored on
.,Hodskins' two-run blast to left field.
UE got one run back in the sixth as Nate
F.mith walked and went to second on a wild pitch
before scoring on Alex Acheson's double down
the right-field line.
The Breds extended the lead in the sixth as
Noonan doubled and Cunningham singled ahead
of Hill's three-run homer to left field.
The Aces pulled themselves within two runs
in the seventh as they had six hits and pushed
across four runs. John Day plated the first two
runs with a bloop single to left center, before
Smith delivered an RBI double to left center.
Acheson drove in the final run with a single
through the left side.
MSU got two of the runs back in the homehalf of the inning as Pixley walked and scored
on Noonan's triple down the right-field line.
-;sloonan scored when Cunningham's grounder to
>econd went through the legs of the drawn-in
second baseman.
UE got back with two runs in the eighth as a
two-out rally ended with RBI singles from Tom
Heithoff and Day.
The Breds pushed the advantage back to three
after the eighth as Colton Moore walked to start
the inning. Elliot Frey ran for Moore and stole
second before scoring on Pixley's double to left
field.
The Aces took their first lead of the game in
top of the ninth as Wallace delivered an RBI
double to left and Cody Fick followed with a
two-run single through the left side. The final
run scored when Fick scored from second on a
fielding error.
MSU tied the game in the ninth as Noonan
started the inning with a triple off the top of the
fence in left center. With two outs, Tyler
Monkman delivered an RBI triple over the head
of the right fielder.
Marc Harmon( I-6) took the loss after allowing six runs, three earned, on three hits and four
walks (three intentional) in one inning. Heithoff
(3-3) picked up the victory after allowing one
run on two hits in his one inning of work.
Lost in the slugfest was the performance of
MSU freshman right hander Joe Major, who
allowed four runs, one earned, on eight hits over
5.2 innings in his first collegiate start.
Noonan led the offense by going 4-for-4 with
four runs scored. He delivered a pair of triples,
making him the 12th player in MSU history to
record two triples in a game. Cunningham,
Propst. Moore, Hodskins and Pixley all had two
hits.
The two teams will play the second game of
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the home-and-home series tomorrow evening at
6 p.m. at Braun Stadium in Evansville, Ind.
Racers Come Up lust Short in 4-3
10-Inning Lou at Western Kentucky
The Murray State softball team made a
come-back to tie the game in the sixth and seventh, but dropped a 4-3 decision, in 10 innings.
at Western Kentucky. The game goes down as
the longest game so far this season for the
Racers, who are now 13-22 overall.
"I am really happy with how we played
throughout the game," said head coach Jay
Pyron. "We had some missed opportunities, but
overall we put ourselves in position to win the
game and battled for 10 innings. It just didn't
end the way we wanted it to."
MSU was led by junior Jenna Bradley, who
tallied three of the Racers nine hits. The Trilla.
Ill., native hit the game-tying hit in the top of
the seventh and recorded one RBI. Freshman
Megan Belio added two hits, while sophomore
Megan Glosser, freshmen Ellyn Troup and
Kaitlyn England and junior Lauren Ruch each
added a hit to their season totals.
MSU used three pitchers in the circle, with
junior Kristen Broadway earning the start and
pitching the first four innings. Freshman Starr
Gilley came in to relieve Broadway and pitched
5.1 innings, recording three strike outs and
earning the loss.
"Kristen Broadway started us off well in the
circle and Starr Gilley threw a really great game
in relief," Pyron said.
The Hilltoppers were the first to get on the
scoreboard in the bottom of the second inning.
The lead-off hitter recorded a triple and then
scored on a double steal attempt. WKU added
runs in the bottom of the fourth and the fifth to
go up 3-0.
The Racers got on the scoreboard in the te,of the sixth inning and cut the lead to two. 3-1.
Glosser hit a ball back at the pitcher, but beat
the throw to first for a single with one out.
Bradley followed with a single to left field and
Troup drove in Glosser from second with a single to left field.
MSU tied the game at three in the top of the
seventh on three hits. Buch started the inning
off by singling at the short stop and advanced to
second when freshman Stephanie Edwards
grounded out to the short stop. Junior Taylor
Wilson then reached on an error and moved
Buch to third. A single to left field by Belio
allowed Buch to score to cut the lead to one. A
well hit ball at the pitcher by Glosser loaded the
bases for Bradley to earn a game-tying hit to left
field that scored Wilson.
Both teams stepped up the defense and the
game was forced into the 10th inning when the
international tie-breaker rule was put into
effect, placing a runner on second to start the
inning. The Racers were unable to advance
their runner before the inning ended. However.
the Hilltoppers loaded the bases with two walks
and the winning run was walked in to end the
game with a 4-3 score in favor of WKU.
The Races return to Racer Field at Murray-Calloway County Park for the rest of the week.
MSU will first host UT Martin, Wednesday.
April 14 at 5 p.m. and then Southeast Missouri
State April 17-18 at 1 p.m. each day.
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Hayes will lead Titans caravan
DEFFASIVE END TO VISIT MURRAY,PAIWC kil,
OTHER WESTERN KENTUCKY STOPS
Staff Report
Tennessee Titan detensive end William Hayes
will headline Titans Caravan XIII on Tuesday,
April 20. when the team visits Murray.
Hayes will also make appearances in
Leitchfield. Owensboro and Madisonville on the
same day. He will be joined by Pro Bowl cornerback Cortland Finnegan and Pro Bowl safety
Michael Griffin for the final stop of the day in
Paducah.
Public Caravan stops give all fans the chance to
collect autographs and take pictures with the
Titans. There is no charge to attend any of the
Titans Caravan XIII public events, and each stop
lasts approximately one hour.
Hayes will begin the day with an 8:30 a.m.
public appearance at the McDonald's (714 S.
Main St.) in Leitchfield. The Caravan then continues with a public stop at the O'Charley's (5205
Frederica St.) in Owensboro at II:00a.m.
Following the visit in Owensboro. Hayes along
with Titans mascot T-Rac, the "Voice of the
Titans" Mike Keith and Titans Radio Gameday
Host Larry Stone. will travel to Madisonville and
present the school program to the students at
Grapevine Elementary School. The students from

Jesse Stuart Elementary School will also be in
attendance for the assembly.
During the Caravan school visits, which arc
closed to the general public, the Titans deliver
message to students about developing study
habits, making good choices and setting goals
Also. the NFL's "Play 60" theme is emphasized
encouraging children to stay healthy by getting
daily exercise.
Following the school appearance in
Madisonville. Hayes will make a pair of public
stops, appearing first at the Lodge of Murray
Steak & Seafood House (1674 Rte. 121 N..1 in
Murray at 4 p.m.
From there, Finnegan and Griffin will join the
Caravan for the final stop of the day at the AT&T
store (Kentucky Oaks Mall, 5134 Hinkleville Rd..
Ste. 100) in Paducah at 6:30 p.m.
Hayes is entering his third season with the
Titans after being selected by the club in the fourth
round of the 2008 NFL Draft.
In 2009, he enjoyed a breakout campaign by
playing in all 16 games with II starts and collecting career-highs with 82 tackles, four sacks. 23
quarterback pressures, five tackles for loss and
two forced fumbles.

MURRAY IRON WORKS
"The Amazing Men with Metal"
Murray Iron Works. LLC, is a local company with traditional values. Providing
quality and service to our customers and the community is at the core of our business philosophy. Our goal is to provide a full service welding and fabrication
facility. We would like to fill the role in the community of the "Blacksmith Shop-,
as well as a modern fabrication facility for our varying clientele.
• Custom Ornamental Railing
• Security Doors
• Industrial Rail
• Metal Stairs

• Structural Steel
• Machine Guards
• Spiral Stairs
• Concrete Embedded Items

We have the capabilities for repair, general fabrication, custom fabrication and
design build projects utilizing many types and grades of steel, stainless steel, aluminum and cast iron. We have in-house design and detailing services. This allows:
us to fill our customers' needs and requirements.
"SBA Woman Owned Business"

Contact Mark Glassgow
318 Solar Drive • P.O. Box 647• Murray, KY 42071
270.761.1RON • Fax: 270.761.4767• markgemurrayiron.com

TORCH OF HOPE
Minimum $100.00
Donation

Form Must Be
Received by
April 15, 2010
After the Relay For Lite, the
Torches will be available for
those who purchased. Torch
plates will include the Relay.
For Life logo, the name of the
individual the Torch was
purchased for and who the
Torch is given by.

I would like a Torch of Hope lit at the Relay For Life ot
Calloway County for the following people:
In Memory of:

In Honor of:

In Memory of:

In Honor of:

Total Number of Torches:

(Minimum of $100.00 Donation per torchi

Given By:
Address:

It's time for the Murray Ledger & Times
Senior Class of 2010 Special Section.

State:

City:
Zip:

Phone t •

Make checks payable to: American Cancer Society

If you would like to be included in this special section and DID NOT have
your senior picture made by the school senior picture photographer, please
take a current picture of yourself to your high school office. Please list your
full name, school and phone number on the back of the picture.

DEADLINE APRIL 27, 2010

•
RELAY
FOR LIFE

Mail to: Relay for Life Luminaria
100 N. 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071

•
RELAY
FOR LIFE

Eli

•
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PEPPERS: DODGE,
CHRYSLER, JEEP. RAM

EXpres
4-30-to

ogi aelSALES

SP'w
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

Slip ISTC0116

spuit0sa611,0

EVENT

40,- 2010Dodge Ram 1500ST Reg. Cab 2W1)

CEP 2010 Toyota Camry LE
$22,850
- 1,351
- 1,000

MSRP
Peppers Disc
V-6 Disc

$21.510
- 2.019
- 500

17,991*

Auto.,
4 Cyl.

CZY,2010 Tacoma Access Cab Pickup

• Vt;
• Auto.

• AM FACI)
• A/C

Stk OCT0137

5

Auto , 1 Cyl ,
2 WD, Value Pkg.

$22,464
-1,200

•

41, 2010 Dodge Avenger R/T

CD 2010 Toyota Prius Hybrid
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

$22,470
- 1,972
2,000
500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
SEBC

6 to Choose

Stk. aCC0100

$23,878
- 1,000
- 750

• Leather
•PW

• PL
•T/C

CE)2010 Toyota Tundra Dbl. Cab PU
MSRP
$28,860
Peppers Disc - 2,200
Toyota Rebate - 1,000

St. #170242
Auto.,
4 6 L., V8,
Tundra
Grade,
2 WD

• 30 MPG Hvg
• Power Windows 8 Locks
• Keyless Remote Entry
• KM Radio

MSRP
$25,290
Peppers Disc
-1,322
Mfg. Rebate
- 1,000
Red Dot Special
- 500
Mini Van Pledge Rebate - 500

$21.10968*

• Power Driver Seat
• 5.3L V8 Engine
• Trailering Package
• Heavy Duty Cooling

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate

Auto.,
4 Cyl.,
6 Disc. CD
Set St:D..179

You let2ears Free Service with

,100.000

Purchasealfillow Toyotas

• A/C
• Fog
• Alum. Wheels Lights
03C11,111ef

arselaimer: 'Rite includes doe tee of 8149 00, taxes, title and kense are addrtwral
Pnotos for illustration purposes only.
•'With approved Toyota Financial Services Credit

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.

$24,100
-1,377
- 750

cep NO
se;

• AM/FM/CD
•6 Spri. Manual

I , se additional Rages *dusted 814900 dor tee rckelee Pain tor *Mut*
ant Doige acsuritered Iredurants of Chrysler LLC 8500 Mn Ws Nee

Ttatever it takes we u ant to he your car or truck compa

$9i1,962
'4

Your
Price

POW elf f Si ei

4XCIP 2010 Jeep Wrangler Sport 4x4

MSRP
$18,260
Peppers Disc........- 1,261
- 1,000
Toyota Rebate

St. #2012

Stk
OTD0.70

Stk
#GT0004
• Chrome Package
• Sunroof
• Fog Lamps
• Rear Spoiler

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

8013

2400 E Wood St •Paris
642 5661 .180074888Th
;,
1 611

Jeep

9

"Some Customers May Qualify
For Additional Rebates."
SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS
manufacturer's rebates
and factory to dealer incentives $149 dec tee included Photos for
illustration purposes only

Disclaimer •PrCe is plus tax, title & license and alter all

-Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

38,000 Miles,
T/C, PW,PL, CD.
Stk. #P7483
•

92,545

(
10ii;
CSIVIC

2009 Chevrolet HHR LT

26,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD, Chrome Wheels.
Moonroof.
Stk. #CP766

13,000 Miles
T/C, PW/PL, CD, Chrome
Wheels.
Stk. #CP7458

17,992*

$113,997*

2006 Volkswagen Beetle
58,000 Miles
Automatic, Leather,
Moonroof.
Stk. #P7441

sleww.peppersautopsotive stir*
Pens: TV2429.
; •ii 225,3729.731432,39SP

1/60%

2009 Chevrolet Cobalt LT 2009 Mercury Sable Premier

$23,630
-1,142
-2,500

Your '19 988

Pried

Pt-PIY-X7
,f
742TI E Wood St P is IS • 1

$31,675
-2,713
-4,000

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

2010 CHEVY
HHR LT

Sik, OCT0081

•3.3 V-6 • PrL
• srok.-N
• PAW
• Alum. Wheel. • AWFAVCD

'1185722

4,2010 CHEVY SILVERADO
2WD EXT. CAB LT

5/100,000

CD 2010 Toyota Corolla LE

Your
Price

• AM/FM CD
• Alum. Wheels

AtgiRi 2010Dodge Grand Caravan SE

-1,003
-3,000

Peppers Discount
Rebates

17,998

100.0011*,

Auto..
Pkg. it

2010 CHEVY
4110
MALIBU LS
znara. MSRP
$22,725

100000

Stk O110273

MSRP
Peppers Disc

eppers Chevy, Cadillac,
Buick GMC,Pontiac

2006 Chevrolet Malibu LS
38,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7490
10,000 Miles, TIC. PW, PL CD Automatic.
Stk #GT0122B

$11,998*

$12,669°

2008 Chevrolet Impala LT

2008 Mazda NIX-5 Convertible
10,000 Miles,
5-Speed Manual Shift.
Stk. #P7434

43,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #GT0122B

$113,996*
2008 Saturn Vue Redline
45,000 Miles,
Leathar, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7427

17,987*
2006 Pontiac Vibe

$116,976
2008 Ford Mustang

2006 Chrysler Sebring Touring

30,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7486

47,000 Miles,
Moonroof, Heated
Leather, Satellite Radio
Stk. #P7424

$16,896*

90,874°

2009 Toyota Camry LE

2009 Chevrolet Express Van

56,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #CP779

30,000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD
Stk. #P7421

16,000 Miles,
TIC, PW, PL, CD.
12 Passenger.
Stk. #P7444

$11,865*

$16,864*

$20,988*

'Disclaimer: AU prices plus tax, title and locense addrtional. $149 doe tee included. Some photos for Mustrahon

p rposes

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

PEPPt-X7
.0

2400 E Wood St •Paris • 642-5661 •1-800-748-8816
www.peppersautomotive.com

Ce.ewVS LE

Jeep

se wows

